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I want to acknowledge
the confirmation
in writing from
Lana Cantrell for the use of her marvelous work presented in
The Greatest Story NEVER Told. In fact, I find the work so
excellent in perception as to offer more of that topic before we
move on to other subjects. 1 do not ever want to take liberties
with other writer’s material and we shall be far more careful so
that we do not cross the very ones we think of most highly. Let
it be realized here, however, that we cannot always discern, at
first, the intent of others in whom.we must place trust for our
own actions. We write journals, not books as such. We never
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want to take liberties with “books”, just present that which we can offer in
good conscience for your own discernment and acquisition.
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The measure given is the measure regiven. Action
and reaction are equal and opposite. One opposite of
the divided pair balances its gift with its other opposite. To him who gives little, little must be regiven,
but its value must be equal to the value given. And to
him who gives much, much must be regiven.
In Nature, the law says: “For every action, there is
an equal and opposite reaction.” But in human relations it reads. “For every transaction between two men.
or man and woman, or groups, or nations of people;
every action and reaction MUST BE EQUAL AND

UNIVERSAL
We are very pleased to have been granted permission from Chief Met’ford Ukilo to reprint his introductory message as the new President of The University
Of Science & Philosophy.
Many of you will find his
message to be an uplifting and inspiring blend of scientific depth and spiritual truth.
This is taken from
the I”ol. XII, 1996 issue of US&P’s Newsletter Light
Waves (PO. Box 520, Waynesboro VA 22980; 540942-5161).
I found Chief Okilo to have a warm and
very wise personality
during my recent talk with him.
He is the former Governor of Rivers State in Nigeria
as welt as the former Minister of Commerce and Tourism of Nigeria.
If you find as much refreshment in his
words as we do, I’m sure he would appreciate hearing
from you in, say, a brief written note of appreciation.

-Dr.
FROM

THE

Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
INCOMING

Brotherhood

of

PRESIDENT
Mankind

There are not two separate or separable beings in
the Universe. AI1 are indissoiub(y united. All are one.
The Divine liiad

There is no separateness.
All mankind is an extension of the one idea of man, for man is but one in
the light of his source in God. From the one man idea,
God seemingly divided His one light into two lights
(father-mother
or positive-negative
pairs of light)
which are then united again to create more pairs of
father-mother bodies to continue the work of creation.
Likewise, the one light of God cannot be divided,
but the extensions of the one light can appear to divide it. For example, the spots of sunlight upon the
floor of some buildings are many, but they are ail extensions of the one light of their source in the Sun. In
other words, the untreated spiritual light in all men is
one, but the extensions or the created physical bodies
are many.
Nature has a separating process which constantly
expresses the universal desire for change and multiplicity, and there is likewise a constant leveling process which forever expresses the universal desire for
oneness. Man and God are one. Man may not be apart
from God at any time, nor can any part of Creation be
apart from God at any time. Man’s awareness of the
Light of God within will give him all knowledge and
power,
This universe of countless parts is wired together
by an electric flux of “nerves” which informs each man
or part of the universe of the ever-changing condition
of every other part. This shows that the world of man
is all one brotherhood. What any man does to another,
he does to all men. Each person is the same person
because all are connected by light. Everything in the
universe is electrically connected to every other thing.
Mind or light of love knows this and could see it with
its extrasensory vision. The aura which connects every object in the universe with every other object is
also visible to it. It is the light in man that makes all
men and things as one and indissolubly united.

Each man of Earth, therefore, extends from and
through the other, and this relationship is the scientific meaning of the brotherhood of mankind. No man
is separate and apart from other men.
We are living in an orderly God-controlled universe
of law where man is as inexorably bound within fixed
limitations as the planets are bound to definite paths
in their orbits.
The world is in its present dangerous condition because of the casual manner in which such vital principles of truth as: “We Are All One,”
“The Golden Rule,” “The Brotherhood of Man,” and “Unity” have
been taken assuming that man’s free
will gave him choice of action in
regard to them. These seemingly
abstract statements constitute God’s
inviolate law of love upon which the
universe itself is founded.

BROTHERHOOD

Universal brotherhood is the last weapon left to
man to use to save the human race lest we destroy ourselves. The time has come when man must work to
bring unity into the world or perish by his own hand.
The Egyptian Pharaoh,
Akhenaton, and other
Egyptian fathers were the first in recorded history to
moot the idea of the brotherhood of man about 5000
BC before it was later followed by other spiritual messengers who also gave it to their people.
Laotzu
and
Confucius gave it to the
Chinese, and Buddha told
the
Hindus.
it
to
Mohammed told it to the
Arabians. The unknown
mystic who wrote The
Bhagayad Gita told it to
the Persians, and God’s
beloved son, Jesus Christ,
the greatest of all the ilLAW OF LOVE
lumined mystics, gave it
to the world-the idea of
God created mankind and His
universal brotherhood of
Universe with light, and extended
man.
His universal mind-light to the cenJesus said. “Love ye
ter of every man and object in order
one another” and “Do ye
to teach, protect, control or govern
unto one another as ye
them. He created everything into
would have them do unto
pairs of opposites. He seemingly diyou,” but few since that
vided His one still light into two
day have known what He
moving lights of opposite conditions
meant or have practiced
(male/female or positive/negative)
it in their daily lives.
which are then united as one balThis injunction is based
anced whole to simulate His one..
j
z -1
on the principle of oneness-HIS ONE LIGHT.
i
_,. YIL
I
! cc
:*
i
ness of all men and
We also observe that the unithings with God. This
verse is externally balanced, and
Chief Melford Okilo
means rhythmic balanced
anything God creates is always balinterchange between all
anced to maintain His universal bal-__
_
- _ __
ante. God, therefore, commanded all creating things mate-pairs.
to create only balanced things and actions in all their
THE GOLDEN RULE
dealings with each other.
To keep His universe in balance, God made this
The world has never understood that the Golden
command into the inviolate law of balance which commands that all transactions of all nature between mate- Rule is a law which must be obeyed as much as the law
pairs or pairs of opposite conditions in nature or be- of gravity must be obeyed, else it would break one as
tween men MUST BE EQUAL AND BALANCED. surely as though one threw himself over a cliff in dellThere should be no cheating whatsoever. Any unbal- ance of the law of gravity. People consider it just an
ante or inequality resulting from such transactions or ideal for practice in close family and social relations
dealings brings immediate penalties for violating the but not for business dealings.
No one had discovered that the laws of equal inlaw.
God’s command is that every unit of His creation terchange between all pairs of opposites in human remust give to its opposite, and that opposite must give lations demanded the same equality as those in nature.
equally. This is balanced interchange-equal
giving Just as the piston stroke of compression must equal
and equal regiving. Out of this one command dame the expansion stroke in an engine or in one’s heartGod’s one law of love which states that there must be a beat, so must that which every man receives from anbalanced interchange between all pairs of opposites in other, or from nature, he equaled by what he gives.
When the world practices the giving of service first
every unit of creation. The law states that there must
be a rhythmic balanced interchange between all givings instead of taking first, wars will be impossible between
and regivings or between mate-pairs throughout the nations or between any pair of opposites like capital
universe. The giving and equal regiving make up what and labor, buyer and seller, husband and wife, or government and people.
love really means.
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If, for example, a manufacturer desires prosperity,
he must first give prosperity by going out to his factories and seeing to it that those who are working for his
enrichment are themselves made prosperous. That is
the way the law of equal interchange works the golden
rule is that law.
US&P

This University was founded for the purpose of
unifying mankind through greater knowledge of God
and the law of love and to create a civilization based
upon love through knowledge of the light in man.
CONCLUSION

In the heart of every man is the desire for love,
happiness, peace and prosperity. In the hearts of the
nations of man is the one world desire for international
unity. Universal brotherhood is the ultimate world
goal.
The human race is far away from this goal. The
distance can be measured by the yardstick of love, but
love has not yet entered the doorway of human relations and will not enter until unity opens the door for
it to come in.
Unity means oneness. Unity balances the matehood of all pairs of people and equalizes their transactions in giving and regiving.
Civilization has not progressed to that point where
unity through giving and regiving of love can be understood by more than a few of man’s millions.
Man’s greatest lesson is to learn how to give. We
are still in the age of taking-even
of taking life. The
spiritual age is dawning however. Its doors are slightly
ajar, but our world-house is still erected upon the sands
of disunity. The product of disunity is fear. A house
divided against itself by disunity and fear must fall.
Peace, happiness and prosperity cannot enter a divided
house of fear. They will only do so when the light of
love unites all men as one, and that shall come to pass
only when man ceases to create fear and embraces the
brotherhood of man.
The scientific meaning of the brotherhood of man
could be added to all religious teachings, for man’s
comprehension is ready and waiting for this new knowledge. When all religious groups concede that all men
are the children of God, regardless of their race, color
or creed, then God will at last be recognized by all
men as the only power in the world, and the worship
of personalities will cease. When there is universal
understanding of the one God whom all men worship
alike, religion will then be the most powerful force in
the world.
The US&P was dedicated to the purpose of disseminating this great Divine Iliad message for the saving
of the human race throughout the world through our
books, the Home Study Course, other recommended
books, seminars and Homecomings.
- CHIEF MELFORD OKILO

US&P’s Newsletter
Ligbf Waves
P.O. Box 520
Waynesboro, VA
22980
540-942-5161
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your pure potential, and relegated into the trap as laid
for mankind’s torque-building structure.
There is no need to discuss further steps in growth
POTENTIAL
AND
TORQUE
of Soul if you don’t at some point face the REALITY of
As we move into speaking more about the indi- your POTENTIAL and its unlimited presence. You and
vidual life-form potential. we cannot leave out the only YOU can realize your own pure potential. There
are hundreds of ways to express the
“torque” as might delessons and yet the fullness or accepfine those pressures
However,
in MAN there is tance or denial ofthe processes ofrealwhich come against
ization and total consciousness reside
individual
that
present, at upstart, 100% potential
individually within the ONE now repmechanism.
for ALL things, unlimited. This is resented by the individual YOU.
You don’t need
I am continually amused by ones I
to be a rocket scienbecause Man is simply a refracted
observe searching, seeking, ever looktist to understand
realization of God who is ALL. ing to “find oneself’. You CAN’T get
that any mechanical
so there is nowhere to go to “find”
or moving object is Each individual,
therefore,
is lost
self. Moreover, the Self you “find” is
affected by the pres100% also wherein resides this totally unlimforth
with
sures applied and the brought
circumstances
potential.
ifed~~ff~~f~~~;here
to ,,go,, to
You pick up “torque”
present in the envithrough
as you move
the
find self, then you must therefore realronment.
In living
ize that your internal reference point is
human individuals
environment
and growth stages
within your own SPIRIT and never in
you MUST enter into
the objects of your experience. Every
the calculations
of of development.
“object” will have as individual a refimpact on the mechaerenced perception according to the
nism the FREE WILL
CHOICES AND THOUGHT REASONING gifts of Cre- individual Spirit.
ator to the specific species called MAN. Torque is
APPROVAL
OF “OTHERS”
simplistically used here to define the “turning force”;
FOOTHOLD
OF THE
EGO
potential is the all inclusive realization possibilities. If
you have an electric motor you might consider many
Wow, this is a biggie for as a babe grows he begins
possibilities for use and/or power magnitudes.
However, in MAN there is present, at upstart, to seek approval of others around him in order to get
100% potential for ALL things, unlimited.
This is what he wants. This is LEARNED behavior and it is
because Man is simply a refracted realization of God identified as EGO. In object-referral you are always
who is ALL. Each individual, therefore, is brought influenced by objects outside the Self, which include
forth with 100% potential. You pick up “torque” as you situations, circumstances, people, and things. There is
move through the environment and growth stages of no way in physical manifestation to avoid this impact.
You can learn to disallow affectation by these impactdevelopment.
ing objects,
You will have two potentials as
but
if you are
you realize that you are as an elechuman
you
tric motor in that you have potential
Since there is nowhere to “go” to
are under imfor mechanical use and yet you move
find self, then you must therefore realpact, Therebeyond the mechanical into the wonfore, it must
drous and YOUR element of MINDize that your internal reference point is
be realized
SOUL. There is infinite diversity of
within your own SPIRIT and never in
that in objectlife but underneath all this diversity
referral, your
there is only ONE all-pervasive
the objects of your experience. Every
internal refSPIRIT. Moreover there is NO sepa“object” will have as individual a reference point
ration between you from this infinite
is your EGO.
field of energy. So, in calculating
erencLd perception according to the
What is
your potential, you MUST realize
individual
Spirit.
most
difficult
that this field of pure potentiality is
-~
-to separate,
your very own SELF.
however,
is
If you move yourself into the
condition of rare contact with Natural and Spirits ;I Ego FROM Self. The ego becomes your own limited
possibilities and lock in onto the mechanical and phyv I- perception called self-image. This, readers, is a nasty
cal things of manifestation, you move further from th 3’ hand dealt to you for it is your “SOCIAL” PRESENCE,
chosen through object-training, of Self. It is, if you
magnificent perfection of your field of pure potentia’
ity. You will begin to utilize that which is a product 0; will. the “MASK” (camouflage, costume) you present
another’s potential, be locked away from that which is :md soniclimes that becomes the image you imprint

CONTACT.:
even on SOUL. You begin to “play a role” as if in a play
and then ego begins to direct your acting and as you
express you will fall into the trap of allowing your ego
to direct all of your experience. Your “pretend player”
thrives greatly on approval-of
OTHERS-for
in the
reflected approval of “others” the ego finds its revelation of status. Ego is sustained by POWER. It is
sustained by POWER because it lives constantly in
FEAR.
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ING “conditioned reaction” for they will express the
term while actually acting in unlimited disapproval
and hate reference.
Just as “allowing” and “acceptance” are two very different terms in pure meaning, so
too is “unconditional love” and “absolute love” as is
GOD.
When someone claims and touts %nconditional
love” while working day and night to destroy the one
he/she claims to unconditionally
love, is it not
oxymoronic?
The next thing presented by these deFREEDOM
FROM
THIS
FEAR
stroyers is a full reliance speech about God and Godly
“stuff’.
Now I ask you a sincere question: If you
As YOUdrift into the consciousness of only one petition God to help you destrov someone else. in that
aspect of your experience;ou have judgdd them
the physical ego world, you
to
be
evil
and
stop in the growing realizaunallowing and thereUntil your desires revolve around
tion of the FACT that your
fore terrible in your
in giving, you CANNOT
others,
true Self, which iS:your spirit,
judgement, what have
you done? Perhaps in
your soul, is completely free
receive other than those things which
of those things. It is totally
your ignorance you have
bind you more intensely to the
immune to criticism; it is unmisjudged? Now, if God
helps
you in your defearful of challenges, no matphysical realization. Remember that
ter what they be or how they
struction, have you not
there is NO REALITY in the egoplaced GOD in the posipresent themselves.
In this
tion of being EVIL‘?
state of SOUL “being” there
guided experience-there
is only
You have, in this inis no level of status structure
illusion and perceptions as pictures
stance, asked God to
as in being “beneath” the
quality or expression of ANY
bless
and reward your
painted by the brush of the ego. Only
other. There is no “class conown Evil ignorance. So,
in Soul is there perfect REALITY.
who is God apt to comsciousness”.
If you can
fort, the destroyer or
achieve
PURE
CONthat one being unjustly
SCIOUSNESS you are recognizing PURE POTENTIAL.
destroyed? God’s comfort, by the way, comes in PEACE
A very strange thing begins to happen, however, WITHIN, forgiving, loving, but with recognition of
when you begin to touch on the pure experience and CONDITIONS as laid forth in the LAWS OF GOD
realization in consciousness. You begin to experience
AND CREATION. These are NOT conditions learnedhumility and the realization is that you cease to feel or THEY ARE “CONDITIONS” KNOWN. It is staying
need to be, superior to NO ONE. Why? Because you within these recognized guidelines which allows for
will realize that you are the same as all others for pure potential to flow and CREATE.
SPIRIT onlv oresents in different “disguises”. There IS
NO other PURE SPIRIT than that of GOD in LIGHT.
BUT
HOW
DO YOU
GET
THIS
When you realize PURE SPIRIT you have Self POWER
POTENTIAL
“STUFF”?
which can only be defined properly as TRUE power.
Remembering that ego is based on object reference
This wondrous and unlimited potential is just aland need of social recognition and approval, even if ways “THERE”, so obviously, if you don’t “realize” it
blatantly false approval, you then are faced with having within Self, then you haven’t recognized the way to
to KNOW that there in your SOUL is totality of expres- reach through to it. If you question the “how”, then you
sion and unlimited potential being hidden, yea shack- must want to enjoy the unlimited benefits of this field
led, by the human physical limitations and environ- of energy waiting in 100% potentiality for your realizament. Ego, therefore, is limited and transient while tion. This is represented, in other words, as the CREyour SELF is without limitation and permanent in both ATIVITY INHERENT IN PURE CONSCIOUSNESS
realization and performance capabilities. It has to be WHICH CERTAINLY DOES HAVE TO BE ACthis way, for without limitations of torque force upon CESSED IF IT IS TO HAVE REALIZATION.
the mechanism, there is present ONLY “pure” potenThe access requirements, however, are those things
tial within ALL.
which you KNOW and yet do not usually practice in
In “observing” this attribute you might well wish to EGO-living. You will have to come into the realization
consider some characteristics which are always pre- of silence, non-judgment, and spend time with Self.
sented by this, let us call it, Self-power. People are You are going to have to practice diligently if you are
drawn TO the entity who presents Self-power. This already bogged into the mire of ego-manifestation.
attribute magnetizes others and if you are expressing
You might want to spend some time, even if at first you
this Self-power you will find people drawn to you along loathe the idea, with Nature where you can realize the
with the necessary circumstances and format to support perfection of Nature itself for Nature simply presents as
your desires, for your desires will present as sought- it is at any “time” under whatever circumstances placed
after desires of ones who seek Self-power and not just upon its being. It, even to the most tiny flower, simply
Ego-power limited by the force of physical impact. You IS. It is infinite and free for it perceives no other
will enjoy great bonds with others and others will seek “thing”. A plant that sprouts and grows in a sidewalk
out that bonding which only strengthens and multiplies crack doesn’t plan its journey to annoy YOU. It grows
the potential of the bonded union. Therefore, without where its seed sprouts and it is there until something
reference to potential, you have to realize that POWER changes its presence. A gopher in your garden did not
is an element of that potential but is NOT the potential.
come to the garden to annoy YOU; it came there to eat
Your “power” in reference to others is surely that of the roots and plants which sustain its life. Your
bonding and that bonding can only come from true love. “druthers” do not enter the picture until you impact the
We do not need even refer to such as is tossed around gopher’s freedom of living quarters or lunch menu.
erroneously of such as “unconditional” LOVE. There
is truly no such thing as pure potential in “uncondiACHIEVEMENT
OF DESIRES
tional” anything. Pure LOVE will not judge and therefore places no conditions but conditions ARE placed on
This is a difficult idea to convey in words for
the physical expression of “being”. Most people who encompassed within the explanation are the separations
use the term “unconditional Love” are actually MEAN- out of that which is Spiritual and that which is purely
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Physical in recognition.
The “idea” and plan for
achievement of either evil or goodness is the sametherefore the goal must be decided in the full recognition of worthiness of DESIRE. The POTENTIAL is the
same. Until you can come to recognize the goodness
within your Spiritual Power, you will continually blunder into the Ego-limitations of physical presentation.
Until your desires revolve around others, in giving, you
CANNOT receive other than those things which bind
you more intensely to the physical realization. Remember that there is NO REALITY in the ego-guided
experience-there
is only illusion and perceptions as
pictures painted by the brush of (he ego. Only in Soul
is there perfect REALITY.
Most are so prone to espouse their endless opinions
and perceptions as to never shut up long enough to have
silence enough to HEAR. You get so busy in your
opinions of the preaching that you fail to be able to
HEAR the message, much less THINK on possibilities
of the message. If you wish to tap into this unlimited
POTENTIAL, you are going to have to access it the only
way there is available, through your SELF. This in turn
means you are going to have to spend some TIME IN
SILENCE WITH SELF! You can only tap into realization of your goals and desires through the thought
realization, which then in its own sequence will be
spontaneously presented.
Get still and talk to God.
Talk’? Yes, ask God in separation from that dense
physical set of sensing devices to show you truth and
HE WILL DO SO-IF, you sit quietly and LISTEN
without reference to that Ego Self and in behalf of
others. In the realization of your potential it will come
to be seen that it is unlimited ONLY when YOU TAKE
OFF THE SHACKLES OF ILLUSION AND LIES. You
must move away from the constant ongoing evaluating,
labeling, analyzing and indexing through classifications, all THINGS in your experience in order to achieve
the ultimate insider information in truth. The constant
chaos and entropy of physical motion and focus are the
constrictions and restrictions of the wondrous flow of
energy between YOU and the field of that which is
purely potential in availability.
Wouldn’t it be interesting if for just one hour in any
given day, you truly judged not? If you do NOT judge
there is a creation of a silence in the mind which
ALLOWS. To achieve this available silence you must
have discipline in opening the flow-gates to experience
without limiting the perceptions by pre-fabricated expectations.
Can you not look at a blossom without
judging it against any other thing or flower? Mostly
your judgements are against artificial elements.of your
environment. An example is your perception of how an
artificial flower of silk replaces the real flower which is
only a representation of species AT BEST! If YOU,
then, are the representation of species, what kind of
seeds will YOU leave behind? It is seriously important
to think on that legacy. Will the seeds of your sprouting, growing, production and harvest be worthy or
unworthy of that PURE POTENTIAL available or be
but a passing, one-more-zombie plant, or worse, along
the wind-rows of blurred mass?
OPPOSITES
As you move into taking time to have some silence
you need to take a bit of that space to think about
something for the mind will not simply “blank out”
itself and, since you want to hear from PURE MIND,
why would you want to continue to “blank it out”?
Begin to ponder on such things as opposites. There are
many opposites: black and white, Christ and evil, science and societal philosophy, spirit and physical, etc.
If I have someone impacting my experience, as a for
instance, I want to know if that person is “anti-Christ”
or “anti-Jesus” before I move off onto a theological
discussion for the difference is SO BIG as to boggle
Man’s ability to realize. If Dharma is asked as to her
being or not being “anti-Semitic”, how can she answer?
She is a lineaged “Semite” but she is not, as is now
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defined, a Jew. Jew and Semite are total OPPOSITES.
Do you begin to see what I try to teach? You cannot
know your potential until and unless you KNOW what
you are! Argument, debate, changing definitions. or
voting-in a thing does not the THING make. There are
actual SCIENTIFIC answers to all questions-the
problem is that within those answers there is still MYSTERY. Mysticism and Science are opposites, so you
have to realize that until something is Scientifically
KNOWN, it is mysterious with only a “false perception” of mysticism.
Simply because your scientists
have not been able to scientifically PROVE something
does not mean it is unprovable-only
the proof is not
YET revealed.
Until you as a species can figure out yourself, how
do you expect to figure out the universe? If you are
wrong about SELF, you will be WRONG ABOUT EVERYTHING ELSE! Most of you don’t have the remotest idea what the thymus gland in your own body doesso how can you recognize the realization of a star
system? Ifyou allow a “mystic” to explain the use of the
thymus, rather than a scientific, proven use through
professors who have studied and learned, how dare you
to speculate on God’s Creation in Universe on the basis
of a UFO nut who concludes a UFO is somehow synonymous with “space aliens”? And further, WHY DO YOU
ALLOW YOURSELF TO BELIEVE THE MALARKEY
ABOUT
ALIENS
BEING
SOMEHOW
MONSTROUSLY BAD GUYS? How many aliens have you
met? These elusive visitors never seem to leave any
trash around to identify with and, when you find a
“Kleenex” on the site of a “crash”, be highly suspicious
of the origin of the craft OR the entities presented. A
beer can is even more revealing.
What I especially find amusing is the presentation,
unquestioned, that at a crash site in New Mexico the
craft was, they said, incinerated.
Everything, they
said, was so charred as to be unrecognizable.
BUT,
they reported, there were human body parts. There
were noses. anuses. reproduction organs, etc.... Oh?
Now, if everything is so charred as to be unidentifiable,
then how, pray tell, can you ident@ an anus? What do
you suppose you REALLY had at the scene, anuses or
living anuses?

present is that which you HAVE while all else is past trial. If, for instance, the trial, as with Ekkers, revolves
SOLELY around the event of a sale which DID NOT
memory and future speculation.
You must make choices at every turn of your ex- TAKE PLACE but the opposing lawyer skips off to
pression, even to breathing. Can’t you stop, especially whether or not Mrs. Ekker is “anti-Semitic”, you have
KEEP THE SUBJECT FOCUSED and
with important choices of such as life direction, to a problem.
check out the possible consequences of your choices? If ALWAYS MAKE SURE YOUR PETITION TO THE
you turn in your brother for some act or perceived deed, JURY IS SIMPLE, SUCCINCT, AND LEAVE NO
to the authorities, had you best consider the skeletons AVAILABILITY FOR MISINTERPRETATION.
If OUR lawyers would believe us as fully as they
hanging in your own dark closet? There is nq such
believe their own opposition,
thing as “secret witness” programs, lambs
we wouldn’t have a case deWitness the choices you make in each
lay at all. If your own lawto slaughter!
If you
yer believes your enemy, you
bear FALSE WITmoment, chelas.
Bring them to your
might as well have no lawNESS against
your
conscious attention and awarenessyer for he will surely lose
brother it is worse for
case. Worse, you will
GOD is witness AND
LOOK AT THEM. In this way you can your
never know whether or not
GOD IS ALL YOU
see what you need, and the best way to he was in the PAY of YOUR
NEED!
In every choice you
prepare for moments in the future, To opponent! Is his loyalty to
the “club”, or to YOU, the
must consider conseprepare for any future expectations you hapless victim? I suggest
quences and whether
YOU learn all you can about
or not the choice will
must be conscious of SELF in the present
the LAW, readers, for you
bring fulfillment and
for the present is that which you HAVE CAN’T KNOW WHAT
happiness in the end,
TAKES PLACE IN THAT
to SELF
and TO
while all else is past memory and future
DARK SECRET SOCIETY
SOUL. Next, you must
speculation.
OF BLACK-ROBES!
How
consider carefully the
many of you litigants live in
impact on those who
“fear” of your lawyer leavare affected by your
choice(s), If you do some deed in wrong intent and your ing you? Well, what would you do if you got a call a
child experiences it, what then have you done to the week before trial and found that the lawyer had died?
whole experiencing lifetime(s) of your child? If you Check it out! The CHOICES are ALWAYS YOURS.
example “wrongness” you will either produce a child Often, further, you will find that the court is much more
who produces wrong and/or a child who despises you. sympathetic to the disadvantaged while, also, the higher
The ultimate responsibility remains and that is to law demands respect and assistance to you who come in
go within and ask within your heart and soul for inability to have an attorney. Surely you may well lose
guidance and then be guided by the choice which brings the case, but mostly honest cases are lost because of the
comfort and well-being to the Spirit AND Self. This is structure of the injust system and not on the merits of
not a decision for Ego gratification for Ego passes; the case in point. So what else is new? WHO CAN
BETTER PLEAD YOUR CASE IN SINCERE DESIRE
SOUL IS ETERNAL.
Can you linger long enough to check the “comfort THAN SELF, AND WHEN SOUL IS “RIGHT” THERE
level” of your choice? If, for instance, you have reality IS REAL ADVANTAGE TO THE EMOTIONAL
reasons for a lawsuit against someone and it seems TRUTH WHICH IS LAID FORTHBEFORETHE JUDGthere is no other choice than to file the case, what have ING BODY.
you done? Well, nothing except bring the case to open
Which do you feel is more sensitive in this equaand public attention of confrontation.
There is always tion: Dharma watching the hawk catch and kill her
the ability to later conclude and resolve the confrontation
birds which had to be released because the property was
differently than by all out legal war. If the opponent taken, or a debate over whether or not the lawyer had
chooses to push it on into final viewing by jury, so be it. received his full billing and dropped the case? The
If YOU are acting on the full potential of Soul expres- latter happens all the time, readers, so perhaps the
sion, you will have to win, will you not? If the “other” Ekkers would not have such fear of loss if they considis acting out of ego-gratification
and physical force, ered things very carefully. To be held hostage by your
lies and immorality, you have no REAL battle do you?? own attorneys is far worse than simply losing a case
If you have preponderance of truth and he has prepon- because of honest effort from the heart and soul in
derance of lies, truth shall prevail. Truth with witness presentation.
sustains for the liars can never remember the matching
What I want you each to realize is that you must
tales of fabrication, and witnesses for pay is unlawful make your own choices, and it behooves you to consider
which in itself builds its own eventual guilt and FEAR them carefully, so that when you make them you realize
within the paid-liar. These paid liars will betray the the consequences and then make the very most of each
payor far more quickly than the unknown party for they plus as consequences circle back, and make sure those
don’t even know WHAT to betray against the innocent consequences of choices are always positive steps inparty as victim of their lies. These people will AL- stead of destructive fibrications of false assumptions.
WAYS blackmail the payor at some time along the To go forth to just “getcha” another will ALWAYS
subsequent routing of living experience, to cover their come back to “Getcher” Self.
I would close this writing with respect and approown rear end. Most “observers” will first listen to the
liar, but when coming into realization of the victim, bation to one Deepak Chopra for his insightful and
will see truth and find it very difficult to confront the easily accepted understanding of the Universe and
offended party. If you put these “witnesses” on a stand GOD. He makes a statement, “The universal mind
they will blow like windmills in the storm.
choreographs
everything that is happening in the bilIf you live in a house which comes with the lions ofgalaxies with elegantprecision
and unfaltering
landlord’s chair, you have one scenario. Ifthat chair is intelligence.
Its intelligence is ultimate and supreme,
and it permeates
every fiber of existence: from the
given TO YOU, then you have another circumstance.
Now, if you vacate the house and take the chair you smallest to the largest, from the atom to the cosmos.
have, perhaps, dispute. But, if you take the kitchen Everything that is alive is an expression of this intelsink, there is no dispute-you
are a thief. Only the ligence.” Is that not enough, readers7
Albert Einstein also made a magnificent observaexamples CHANGE, readers.. ONLY THE EXAMPLES.
If you are going to argue in court-AND WIN, use tion: “I want to know God’s thoughts...- the rest are
examples which the jury can understand for it is im- details. ”
Good morning.
perative that the jurors UNDERSTAND the point of the

WHY

THIS

SUBJECT?

Why do I speak on “potential”? Because until you
recognize you HAVE potential in unlimited quantityyou will produce only that which you deem within
possible limitations. You have no limitations in 100%
potential.
If you can conceive a thing-YOU
CAN
ACHIEVE THAT CONCEPT! REMEMBER?!? If your
goal is great you CAN, if you use your potential,
achieve and attain that goal. If you want to be a
licensed medical doctor you must learn medicine practices, anatomy, and thus and so. If you wish to attain
SPIRITUAL SOUL ATTAINMENT IN ITS HIGHER
PERFECTION you have to, at the VERY LEAST,
recognize that it exists.
You don’t get it through
SOMEONE ELSE’S experience or blatherings-you
have to learn and then experience within SELF without
EGO to consciously realize that unlimited available
potential. You may well have physical potential and
desire to build a house, but you are going to have a very
strange house if you do not at least learn to use a
measuring stick. If you fail to mix cement into your
sand for your floor, you are going to have only a
sandbox. If then, you decide to go to class and learn
something, but you go to music classes instead of
building classes, what kind of a house will you have?
Look what, you do while you are wishing you were
“something else”.
Witness the choices you make in each moment,
chelas. Bring them to your conscious attention and
awareness-LOOK
AT THEM. In this way you can see
what you need, and the best way to prepare for moments
in the future. To prepare for any future expectations
you must be conscious of SELF in the present for the
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MALNUTRITION
TO
MUTANT

LINN

A KEY
VIRUSES

From the April 17 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTIWASHINGTON-Doctors
have long known that
malnourished people are more vulnerable to viruses,
but new research shows malnutrition can actually help
those viruses mutate to become dangerous enough to
sicken the healthy, too. Last year, [Dr. Melinda Beck
of the University ofNorth Carolina] reported the first
such link with nutrition, finding that normal coxsackie
mutated to become deadly once inside selenium-deprived mice. Now she has taken that research further,
infecting healthy mice with the new strain that evolved
inside their malnourished cousins. The healthy mice
could fight off normal coxsackie but not the new strain.
Selenium isn’t the magical nutrient-it
happened in
mice who ate too little vitamin E too, Beck will report
today at the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology meeting here. [And WE are a
nation of malnourishedpeople-not
because of a shortage of food, but because our soil is depleted of the
needed

to produce

health-sustaining

PROJECT

Desk

If this gambit WASN’T designed by the depopulation
gang, it certainly does fit well with their plans. This
story also serves to divert our attention from the fact
that some of the designer viruses are created in laboratory boutiques!]

NEL, [quoting:]

nutrients

THE PHOENIX

crops.

She genetically tested the virus in four different
experiments to see if the evolution was random, but the
same six mutations occurred every time. People probably experience the same effects, as do other viruses,
said virologist Dr. Stephen Morse of Rockefeller University. If so, it would mean that catching a virus from
the person sitting next to you could be a lot more
dangerous if that person were malnourished-even
if
you were healthy.
Now doctors must look for further evidence in
emerging diseases that suddenly attack people, Morse
said. At least 29 new or newly evolved diseases have
emerged in the last two decades. For example, measles
struck African children last year in a bizarre way,
causing unusual immunity problems and mystifying
doctors. Maybe malnutrition played a role, he speculated. “This is an entirely new way of looking at host
factors,” he said. New international research shows
viruses mutate a million times more often than cells in
the average organism, and that antioxidant nutrients
like vitamin E and selenium might play a protective role.

MAY 7, 1996
FLESH-EATING
KILLS
3 HEROIN

Speaking of designer diseases, this comes from the
April 21 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quoting:]
Flesh-eating bacteria have stricken nearly 30 heroin
addicts in the San Francisco area, killing three and
prompting warnings by public health departments, a
newspaper reported Saturday.
The San Francisco
Chronicle said public health authorities suspect a contaminated batch of Mexican black-tar heroin is responsible for the cases, which may have peaked in March
and appear to be subsiding. Seventeen cases of the
bacterial infection have been logged this year in San
Francisco, eight in nearby Contra Costa County and at
least three in Alameda County, the report said. It said
doctors suspect the cases of necrotizing fasciitis are
caused by any of three different organism, sometimes
called flesh-eating bacteria, contaminating the heroin.
The most likely one in this outbreak is thought to be
Clostridia sordelli, a cousin of the bacteria that cause
botulism, it said.
These bacteria multiply quickly and can cause severe tissue damage within 12 hours after the first
appearance of symptoms, which include reddening of
the skin, tenderness and pain, the Chronicle reported.
Without treatment, victims of flesh-eating bacteria
require surgical removal of infected skin, muscle and
connective tissue, the Chronicle said. Several patients
have lost arms or legs. Two San Francisco heroin users
infected by the Bacteria died of septic shock, when
toxins produced by the bacteria cause a drop in blood
pressure and organ failure, the paper said. Another
patient died of necrotizing fasciitis this year in Martinez,
30 miles east of San Francisco.
GERMAN
MEMORIAL

OF

EVIDENCE

FOR

SUCH

A

TINY

CABIN!

This cartoon says it all, substantiated by this line from a recent issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,[quoting:]
The arrest itself took only moments. Now comes weeks of painstaking, unglamorous laboratory work to determineith certainty-whether
the TRUCKLOADS OF EVIDENCE taken from Theodore Kaczynski’s remote [and small
I’xlZ’]

Montana

cabin

link him to the Ill-year

string

of Unabomber

attacks.

HOLOCAUST
DELAYED
,*

From the April 25 issue of THE OR[quoting:]
BERLIN-The
cornerstone
for
Germany’s Holocaust memorial will be laid
in 1999, but only after a new design is found
to replace the one that displeased Chancellor Helmut Kohl, officials said Wednesday.
The head of the Central Council of Jews in
Germany criticized the latest delay in plans
to erect a memorial in the heart of Berlin.
“Two years should have been long enough to
get it built,” Ignatz Bubis said. The idea for
a monument came from a largely non-Jewish [Shabbez goi?] group of top industrialists, academics and others. They have argued for years that Germany had a duty to
erect a prominent national memorial to the
annihilation of European Jewry.
A government-sponsored
competition
that opened in 1994 attracted more than 500
entries. Berlin artist Christine Jackob-Marks
and her team won in June with a plan for a
l,OOO-square-foot, sloping stone plate to be
engraved with the names of millions of
Jews slain by the Nazis. But some artists
and German newspapers sniped at the design as too grandiose and lacking educational value. Those supporting the design
counter the Nazis’ killing of 6 million European Jews requires such a large memorial.
A few days after the announcement was
made, Kohl’s office called for considering
other designs.
To develop the new model, a colloquium
will be held this summer with the top seven
finalists as well as historians, philosophers,
city planners, youth groups and representatives of the Jewish community. A decision
is expected by spring 1997, said a spokesLANDO SENTINEL,

LOTS

BACTERIA
ADDICTS
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man for Berlin’s culture ministry and the cornerstone
INGTON TIMES, NATIONAL WEEKLY EDITION, Riwill be laid on Germany’s Holocaust Memorial Day on chard Grenier makes this important point about the
Jan. 27, 1999. The memorial’s estimated $22-million
relativity of figures, [quoting:]
cost is to be shared by the government, the city of Berlin
According to Mr. Goldhagen [author ofthe contraand the public, through donations.
versial book Hitler’s Willing Executioners: Ordinary
Germans and the Holocaust] the Holocaust is “the most
HOLOCAUST
FIGURES
DWINDLE
shocking event of the 20th century.” But is it? With all
due respect for the suffering Jews in the Final Solution,
This more-to-the-point article on the same subject what if we were to move our field of examination some
comes from the April 22 issue of THE SPOTLIGHT (l- hundreds
of miles to the east-to
the Gulag.
800-522~6292), [quoting:]
Solzhenitsyn’s figure, widely accepted now even in
Germany is going into major convulsions when it Russia, is that 86 million people perished in the Gulag.
comes to the number of Holocaust memorials to be This controversy will never be settled by grade-school
placed in various cities. The focal point is Berlin. It arithmetic. But besting the Gulag’s 86 million could
has been decreed that Berlin must construct the largest take some doing. [How about China s purging with the
Holocaust memorial ever to be built. The city of Berlin takeover of the Communists under Mao ? It’s about
commissioned architects to create an edifice that will time we gave up the dangerous notion of the Jews as the
cover the length and width of three football fields. This ultimate victims!]
is to be placed on some of the most expensive real estate
EARTH
DAY
THEATRICALS
in Europe, next to the famous, symbolic Brandenburg
Gate. The memorial will consist of plaques placed on
the ground with the inscribed names of the six million
The picture on this page appeared with the followJewish victims of the holocaust.
ing caption in the April 23 issue of THE ORLANDO
Needless to say, this undertaking has created great SENTINEL, [quoting:]
controversy among Germans. Even Chancellor Helmut
President Clinton teams with Vice President Gore
Kohl found it to be too large. However, the main and Earth Day volunteers Monday at the C&O Canal in
problem seems to be the inability to come up with Great Falls National Park, north of the capital in
enough legitimate names of the dead. Since 1989, the Maryland, to clear flood debris. [Just how long do you
number of inmates killed at Auschwitz, originally set at think this effort WQS really
sustained by these two
eight million, has undergone repeated revisions, all guys? Until the click of the camera, no doubt.] The
downward. Let us look at the numbers claimed since path is popular with hikers and bikthe end of the war.
ers. Clinton also announced a packIn 1945, a French “Bureau to Uncover War Crimes” age, National Parks for Tomorrow,
stated the number of eightmillion deaths at Auschwitz intended to boost the U.S. parks syswas not an exaggeration.
The Soviet Auschwitz Com- tem [i.e., turn more and more ofthe
mission gave the number at 5.5 million. Until 1990 the country over to the feds, who will in
official number given by the Polish government was turn restrict its use to exclude You,
four million. This number was accepted as the defini- the People], which is under severe
tive number and used in all publications worldwide strain fromincreased visitation. The
when disseminating stories about the number of Jews plan would expand a park in California and one on the New Yorkkilled at Auschwitz.
A sensational report by the Jerusalem Post on New Jersey border. Also, the adannounced plans to
September 30,1989 broke the taboo. The essence ofthe ministration
report was, in the paper’s words: “There never were curb commercial flights over nafour million victims at Auschwitz. Well known French tional parks and to increase the
researcher Georges Wellers gave the figure 1.6 million. amount of land designated as wilThis includes all causes of death from gassings in derness.
Birkenau, as well as from starvation, torture, execu&‘FREEDOM
TO
FARM”
tions and illness in Auschwitz and its auxiliary camps.”
IS CANDY-COATED
The Jewish newspaper AuJbau, published in New York,
FOOD
SOCIALISM
wrote on August 3, 1990, referring to the head of the
Auschwitz museum, and the information given by him:
This article from the LOS AN“Therefore, the number of victims amounts to 1.1 milGELES TIMES was reprinted in the
lion, including 900,000 Jews.”
In 1993, an article in the German paper Die Welt MODESTO BEE on March 12. It
by Llewellyn
H.
mentioned the French Center of Scientific Research was written
Jr., president
of the
had arrived at the conclusion that the total number of Rockwell
dead at Auschwitz was 800,000. In April 1990, Dr. Ludwig von Mises Institute in AuFranciszek Piper, director of the Auschwitz Museum, burn, Ala., [quoting:]
First lady Hillary Rodham
used hammers and chisels to eradicate inscriptions on
stone plaques commemorating four million deaths at Clinton should have called her
health bill “Freedom to Heal”. Then
Auschwitz. _ There were 19 plaques’in 19 different
languages.
He felt the four million figure could no Congress might have passed it as
longer by maintained. A Frenchman, Claude Pressac, restoring the free market in medidoing his own research while being financed by the cine. If you don’t believe such a
Klarsfeld Foundation, avid Nazi hunters, was forced to trick would have worked, take a look
accept figures of 63 1,000 to 7 11,000. This is the latest at the “Freedom to Farm” bill that
just sailed into law.
official version in the numbers game.
Official propaganda says this
All this revision of commonly-accepted figures is
damaging enough to the planners but the worst blow bill restores a free market in agrihas been the discovery of the death certificates.
It culture, ending 60 years of subsidies
appears the meticulous Germans kept records of all and planning. But ask yourself: If
deaths at Auschwitz and the death certificates were this were really true, wouldn’t farmfound in the KG3 archives in Moscow. Kept in annual ers on the dole and the media be in
Of course, and a close
bound volumes, but with two years missing, the total hysterics?
number of deaths, including infants and those who died examination of the bill backs up this
The existing scheme,
suspicion.
of old age, appears to be around 75,000.
based on New Deal programs modIn an article in the April 8-14 issue of THE WASH- eled on the old Soviet system, is
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retained in all its essentials. After this bill expires in
seven years, the 1949 law that now oppresses us again
will be the law of the land. Not that the new bill is
peanuts. With a $47 billion price tag, it allocates even
more money to subsidies initially and to crazy new
liberal programs. But in seven years, we’re told, price
supports and subsidies will be “phased out”.
This farm bill is typical of a Congress that can’t
bring itself to cut a dime of federal spending, yet passes
reams of “revolutionary” laws promising to cut, slash,
abolish and otherwise establish a libertarian heaven on
Earth-sometime
in the next millennium. But here and
now, the bill retains price supports for peanuts and
sugar as well as price-fixing for milk. It renews a
program preventing 36 million acres from being farmed.
And it throws away $1.4 billion on more regulations,
$200 million on a Florida swamp and $200 million on
“rural development”.
All in all, this bill could have been written by
President Clinton, which is why he’s glad to sign it.
The Democrats particularly like the food stamp and
school lunch provisions. Why, you may ask, are these
part of a farm bill? Because those who benefit, along
with “the poor”, are wealthy agribusinessmen.
Why
this bill? Why now? Crop prices are at a IO-year high,
and under the current subsidy formula, payments would
be low. So by merest happenstance, this bill changes
the price-based system into flat subsidy: $3 billion to $4
billion more will be spent for farm welfare immediately. Supporters say the bill eliminates many set-
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asides, acreage controls and crop mandates.
That
would be glorious only if the industry weren’t subsidized and protected from competition.
“Freedom to
farm” -with other people’s money.
The farm program is one of the oldest federal
scandals. The troubles began a century and half ago,
when tariffs were set to favor industry at the expense of
agriculture.
Then in World War I, the government
pumped up the price of wheat and other products and
tried to keep them that way after the war. That failed,
and after two devastating recessions in 1919 and 192 1,
officials turned to more protectionism and outright
planning.
By the time of the Great Depression, the
Jeffersonian ideal of the independent yeoman farmer
was banished. As president, Hoover set out to keep
prices high by subsidies, trade restrictions and planting
controls at the very time when market pressures were
forcing them to fall.
But Hoover was small potatoes compared with farm
dictator Franklin D. Roosevelt. Agriculture has become a virtual ward of the state, with the feds holding
more than half of all farm debt. There still are independent farmers, and they avoid Washington at all costs.
Agriculture is dominated by subsidized agribusiness,
its lobbyists and its pet politicians. The victims of food
socialism are consumers and taxpayers, who shell out
billions directly and in the form of artificially high
prices every year. Also harmed are the remaining
independent farmers, whose livelihoods are threatened
by subsidized industrial-scale competition. That’s why
Congress should pass a real Freedom to Farm Act. It
would abolish the whole of the existing system and
subject the sector to the same competition and price
dictates that free industries face. Congress also should
stop concocting tricky new ways to prop up big government with misnamed bills.

themselves. The official excuse they offered after the
fact? They didn’t search the house, they just entered it.
Therefore, they didn’t overstep the search warrant.
[Classic government logic!] Besides, they were merely
securing the situation for the safety of all involved,
including the Desrochers.
Once inside, one of the
Mounties promptly disconnected the family’s telephone.
Wouldn’t want to complicate things by letting them
call their lawyer or anything. Norm Desrochers and his
son Clayton, 22, were then herded into the back seat of
an RCMP cruiser, though police had no warrant for
their arrest, had not placed them under arrest, and
neither had threatened anyone..
Customs officers then tried to tow away three of the
Desrochers vehicles, including one not covered by the
warrant. So, you may be asking, the Desrochers are
drug smugglers, right? No. Gun runners?
Nope.
Importers of illegal tobacco or alcohol? Uh-uh. Murderers? Child pornographers? Kidnappers? Terrorist
bombers? No. No. No. And, not yet. They’re barley
growers. And the full force of federal law enforcement
has been brought down on their heads because they
have committed the heinous crime of selling their own
crops to American buyers without the permission of the
Canadian Wheat Board.
Like the 18 Alberta farmers who refused to turn
over their trucks to Customs officers at Coulls on
Tuesday, the Desrochers are part of a growing movement among Prairie farmers to break the CWB’s monopoly over wheat, barley and oats sales. Prairie
producers must sell all grain destined for foreign markets and non human domestic consumption to the CWB
unless they have a permit from the board to sell independently. But permits are expensive, usually costing
more than the additional profits that can be made from
independent marketing. So most farmers don’t bother.
By the way, the Wheat Board Act applies only to
MOUNTIES
DECLARE
Westerners farming between B.C.‘s Peace country and
WAR ON FARMERS
Lakehead in Ontario. Southern Ontario and Quebec
grain farmers are free to sell the product of their toil to
Is the situation any better in Canada? This article whomever they wish. So in the past few years, more and
by Lorne Gunter appeared in the April 28 edition of the more western grain producers have simply hauled their
EDMONTON (Alberta, Canada) JOURNAL, [quoting:]
grain to the United States (where prices are often
Before dawn on April 10 five Mounties and 10 higher by 25 percent or more) without a permit.
Customs officers burst into the Baldur, Man., farm
Now because their numbers are threatening the
home of Norm and Edith Desrochers. Their warrant CWB’s iron grip (and, by extension, Ottawa’s iron
did not allow them to search the Desrochers’ house, grip) over Prairie agriculture, the Liberal federal govonly the family’s “farmyard and outbuildings”. But ernment, led by Agriculture Minister Ralph Goodale,
federal agents crashed into the house anyway without has declared war on these insubordinate farmers. And
knocking and asking permission, or even identifying
it is using a legal technicality as its main tool. [Atten-

q BERRY

tion, all you budding pro per legal eagles!]

Having become increasingly convinced that the
Wheat Board Act is unenforceable because it does not
apply equally to all farmers across the country, Ottawa
is using the Customs Act to go after grain runners. It
is an offence under customs legislation to export a
product without a license required by any other act.
And once an offence against the Customs Act is alleged, federal agents have far greater power to search
and seize than they do under most other laws. (The
Desrochers raid, as offensive as it was, was probably
legal.) The Customs Act also carries much stiffer
penalties than the Wheat Board Act.
This time last year, two weeks after the Oklahoma
City bombing, we were being deafened by mewling
about how the rise of conservative politicians had
encouraged outrageous expressions of anti-government
hatred. Nonsense. The motivation comes from the
persistence
of intrusive governments
that, in the face of
reason and the will of the people (the majority of Prairie
farmers no longer want to be bound by the Wheat Board
Act), insist they alone know best how citizens should
raise their families, run their farms and businesses,
and
generally live their lives, Unless Ottawa wants to see
the rise of the Manitoba Patriotic Milka or the Alberta
mo
out
.:i 0
itc~s ~~~~~~cd~~
committed by grq”:i~ r~ln~~~rs,
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E-MAIL
LIFELINE
HELPS
SUICIDAL

MEN

This article comes from the March 12 issue of THE
which comes from “up there”
in Canada, [quoting:]
The Samaritans are reaching a highly vulnerable
section of society, suicidal young men andboys, through
the Internet. Since the charity began offering counselling services on-line, e-mail messages have flooded in
from young males. Many are using computer terminals
in their schools and colleges to vent silent cries for
help. The Samaritans hope the e-mail link will help to
stall the worrying trend in suicide among young men.
The number of 15 to 24-year-olds killing themselves
has risen from seven per 100,000 in 1982 to 12 per
100,000 in 1992. Some 500 took their own lives in
1992 compared with 320 in 1982. In the 25-34 age
bracket, the number rose from 576 to 785. The figures
for women show little change over the same period.
Leo Leibovici, the Samarians’ e-mail co-ordinator,
believes the Internet service enables vulnerable people
who would never otherwise seek help to obtain support.
He said young men and boys often found it difficult to
talk about their problems. [Men aren’t supposed to
SUNDA Y TELEGRAPH,

HAVE problems-ii’s
not macho. Also it’s dangerous
to let your guard down in a dog-eat-dog
world. As
(I learned
opposed to women, who thrive on problems.
all this from Men Are From Mars, Women Are From
Venus, or some such source!. . .)]

Messages are distributed among volunteers at the
charity’s nine on-line branches. Another four branches
will have a full Internet capability shortly, and the
charity plans to continue expanding the service until
demand slackens. All messages are answered personally within 24 hours. Most %onversations” last six to
The service can be contacted on
eight messages.
jo@samaritans.org
or the anonymous address is
samaritans@anon.penet.fi.
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speaks about subliminal advertising was a Sprite commercial. It shows a glass of Sprite on a plain black
background. A women’s voice says, “Look closely.. .do
you see a subliminal message in the ice”? The frame
moves closer to the glass. “Do you see a naked woman
smiling seductively at you?” The frame moves closer
still. “If you do, you probably just need a girlfriend! !”
I’m not sure when or where or in what, but ice cubes
have been used as a message carrier in several in-
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CATHY O’BRIEN’S DAUGHTER,
KELLY COX, SHARES HER INSIGHTS
Editor’s note: In a recent letter to CONTACT,
Cathy 0 ‘Brien comments,
“I’m sending you a copy of
an article Kelly wrote at the request of Clayton Douglas of The Free American.
When Clay asked her to
write it, none of us expected such overwhelming
results.
This article is a monument and tribute to how
well Kelly is doing in spite of her circumstances.
Love
and soul: Thank God she has experienced those. I hope
you will find room in CONTACT to print this, Rick, as
does Kelly.
The support she has received from her
CONTACTS has made this possible, for her to focus
and collect her thoughts in her own determination
to
make a positive difference. ”
With the above in mind, we ‘d like to encourage
letters ofsupport to Kelly. Her address is in the box on
this page.
S/5/96

KELLY (O’BRIEN)

COX

Awareness comes on two different levels-conscious and subconscious. The conscious mind controls
your speech, thinking and the things you remember
seeing. The subconscious mind controls your body’s
actions, likes and dislikes, memory, etc. The subconscious picks up anything your eyes and ears may miss;
things you see in your peripheral vision that you don’t
pay any attention to are recorded and stored away by
your subconscious. If you are in a room full of people
carrying on separate conversations simultaneously and
you are focused on one or two people speaking, you
subconscious picks up every other word that is said in
that room. The purpose of subliminal advertising is to
send out a message that only your subconscious mind
will pick up and that is what I want to make you aware
of.
In the 1950s one of the first experiments with
subliminal advertising was done. In a theatre somewhere in the northwestern part of the U.S.A., an unsuspecting crowd sat down to watch a movie.
About
halfway into the movie, a Coca-Cola symbol was flashed
on the screen for two frames (faster than you could
blink). Within ten minutes, three-fourths of the crowd
left their seats to refresh themselves with a Coke. Since
then, not only was it outlawed, but certain factories and
corporations have improved the methods and have
subjected every one of us who sit patiently through
commercials to the mind-manipulations.
Recently, Disney has gotten in on the “fun”. On the
popular movie The Lion King, we were subjected and
“allowed” to associate the pleasures of sex with the
movie. How? Simple. When Simba (the main character) became discouraged and sat down heavily on the
grass. the seeds that blow to Rafiki (the medicine
monkey) spell-out “sex” in one frame. For anyone who
can piay the tape on slow, frame by frame. try to find it
and you will see that I speak the truth.
Why would
Disney, one of the most productive
enterprises
in the
movie industry
that focuses on the children
want ?o

corrupt the young minds as they have? It couldn’t be
for mass production
or to sell out. They have more
money than they know what to do with. I believe that

it was experimental,

to see how children who aren’t

sexually active would react to this crude suggestion. It
doesn’t stop here for Disney, however.
In the legendary box-office smash Aladdin, they
tried it again. In the smoke of Genie, it spells out “good
for
one
sex”

frame.
repeat
teenagers

They also
“Good
have

Another series of advertisements is the Skittles
commercials. Specifically the one where the farmer is
I::,
the Skittles. At the end a child whispers
“Skittles...taste the rainbow”. What’s the big secret?
A rainbow can’t be reached, much less touched or
tasted. I can’t tell you exactly what the subliminal is
like I have with the .Disney movies, however, you can
rest assured that it is there. Because of the psychological abuse I have suffered, my mind is more sensitive
and can usually catch the subliminals. If I can’t pick
them out, I just become uneasy and it makes me dislike
the commercial. Call it a sixth sense, if you will.
The most predictable series of advertisements
would
be the commercials for the Army, Air Force, Navy, etc.
In a way, it couldn’t be more obvious, considering the
fact that it’s the government that encourages the mind
misdirection. They
would (and do) pay
vast amounts of
money to get more
obliviousvictims to
experiment on and
manipulate. A speinstance
cific
where the governused
ment
subliminals
is in
the Navy commercial consisting of
._
the chess pieces.
They include quick
flashes of light containing who knows what messages. Also, when the
ground liquefies and then becomes solid around the
Marines feet, it contains numerous directions. Again,
I do not know the exact words or phrases, but it gives me
an extreme sense of discomfort. These are the ones to
be the most cautious of because these are the people that
invented subliminals and have the funds to make it
more complex and concealed.
Power is in the secrets and hidden information. By
exposing the plots and methods used to disturb our
minds, not only are we taking the power away from
them, but we are also protecting ourselves from further
corruption. When we are aware of what is, or could be,
in the movies or commercials, we are preventing the
subliminals from reaching our subconscious minds and
doing what may result in long-term damage. Stay alert
and never underestimate the authority of suggestion.

Kelly
Cox
&
c/o Jabnell
P-0. Box 690
Powell,
TN 37849

sex” underneath
the sound-effects.
If you could cut
out the instruments, etc., you
can hear the voice
of the debased human saying this.
The Disney
movie Powder was
made and written
by a proven child
sexual abuser. Every person who goes to see this movie
is paying the man for molesting an innocent child. Not
necessarily for that act specifically, but why pay him
anything for something his depraved mind has created.
Subliminals don’t have to be a thing from the
movies-they
are found in commercials also. It has
been openly noted that things such as alcoholic beverages have been associated with sex or feeling good.
They project it like ifyou drink, smoke, eat, or use their
product you will be cool, popular and have all of the
attractive guys/girls.
Reality check! ! Those aren’t
vitally subliminals per se, but rather, false association.
A much debated commercial would be the Mentos
advertisements. Mentos as been on the market for years
with a pretty high success rate: surely enough for a
commercial.
However, not until their most recent
commercials has there been a blow-up in sales. All of
a sudden millions of people are ranting and raving
about Mentos. The alternative band Foo Fighters have
a video, “Big Me”, that includes their own version of
the broadcast for Mentos. Even the much talked about
movie Cfueless has something to do with the candy.
One of the characters, Ty, is seen singing the theme
song for the candy. The funny thing is that the commercials aren’t exactly something to really notice. They
are not well made, they have cheesy acting that even the
local drunk could do, and have stupid addleheaded
plots that could have been made by a child out of
kindergarten. But people still love it. Why? The Inside
Edition asked them just that. Incredibly enough, they
refused to comment.
Either this is the work of supreme
subliminal
advertising
or it is the effect of the artificial
sweetener/drug
known as aspartame.
It is a highly
It inaddictive,
cancer-causing
brain manipulator.
creases your susceptibility
to things like subliminal
messages.
The first advertisement
I have ever seen that openly
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A LessonOnCause
& Effec
KarmaAt WorkIn OurLive
4/25/96 #1

CAUSE

HATONN

KARMA:
AND
EFFECT

“Every action generates
a force of energy that
returns to us in like kind. . what we sow is what we
reap.
“And when we choose actions that bring happiness
and success to others, the fruit of our karma is happiness and success. ” Deepak Chopra

How can I possibly discuss this in such a way as to
“differently” present it so that you as readers can relate
to the discussion a bit more personally than just examples of tales and lessons in hypothesis? Well, I do
seem to have a new “cutie pie” example of my adversary’s
intelligent interchange-right
after his team players
have decided they will attack again, my scribe, through
US&P. I don’t think so, ladies and gentlemen. To you
who destroy a brother for doing his/her honest duty in
fiduciary and Spiritual responsibility, I hope you understand your position. And, I thank you, Annie, for
your interesting input and the level of “intelligence”
offered to we illiterates.
Assuming you were writing
the missile, it is our assumption that YOU, at the least
of your clan (cult), come from Sola, Uam, the 7th star
from Alcyone where you spent your final days as a
WORM?
Your FAX, Ms. Beam, reads that you took this
“unconditional love” reference from the book, Lisi. We
assume you have written permission to reprint this
Earth Research research paper? I am sure that Dr.
Young has the right to REPRINT your reprint since you
gave no reference information from that “source”, other
than “Disiree Stevens Green, President, America West
Distributors and George Greed, President, America
Since you are listed as their ReWest Publishers.”
search Assistant and Agent, we assume you had their
permission to forward this for press in CONTACT? We
also assume that it is permissible with Mr. Leon Fort
who is listed as the Owner Operator of Infinite Balance,
Inc. for which YOU are President, Ms. Beam, for full
permission to you to reveal his business credentials and
allow public presentation of this marvelous piece of
research. Since you gave no phone reference or address
information we further have to assume that you would
be unavailable for comment. Therefore, since it was
abundantly dispersed through the public Fax system we
must assume that it is suitable to reprint this research
paper in a public newspaper as long as we give “credits”
for the work and resource.
Since, however, Ms. Beam, you have used my name
profusely in incorrect recognition I shall have to offer,
in equally unconditional love, that you err, for surely
the thesis is going to cause you to fail your course in
journalism.
Unless, of course, you are referring to
“the” Hatonn which is claimed to have accompanied his
“new” scribe, George Green, and other scribe, Desired
Green, to Nevada. Also, since the description of the
interesting parties fit their description, I am quite

amazed that they would have enjoyed your pointing to
them in this manner of outlay of their less than wonderful characteristics.
The most interesting concept, however, is your
reference to Ubanga, Africa as your source of racism in
that the Ubangi of Africa have not had the wondrous
opportunity to grow intellectually as have, obviously,
you. I think this will surely endear you to the NEW
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE
AND PHILOSOPHY, DR./CHIEF MILFORD OKILO
OF NIGERIA, AFRICA. I hope you will carefully read
Dr. Okilo’s “President’s Message” in this week’s CONTACT [see p. 21 and NOTE CAREFULLY, PLEASE,
that Dr. Young got full permission PERSONALLY
from Dr. Okilo to reprint the information, and who is
not impressed with the garbage you have forwarded to
US&P to try to start more warfare and further deprive
the public of this information of Scientific and Spiritual TRUTH.
Mr. Green, as publisher of prior material, could
have as easily made proper connections with permissions granted from his “old friend” (as Green has so
often stated), Dr. Binder. But no, Mr. Green felt it
unworthy of coverage for his writer. Moreover, he cost
everyone a LOT of money in the process. I do, however,
find it most appalling that you so carelessly write
degrading information in reference on the stupidity of
the Ugandan people. Should your own ignorance become the cry of your associates as well? Your writing,
Ann et al., suggests you are actually equally as “antiChrist”, and perhaps that is because of the Wicca
mysticism you have practiced while in Arizona. To
each his/her own...! Coming from that background
surely you did not expect me to think otherwise.
I
would share a definition of “‘Witch’: (1) An ugly and
repulsive old woman, in a wicked league with the devil.
(2) A beautiful and attractive young woman, in wickedness league beyond the devil.” (The Devil’s Dictionary,
Ambrose Bierce, Peter Pauper Press, Mount Vernon,
NY. 1958.) Hatonn did not tattle on you, Annie, your
PRIOR friends and traveling companion did. There is

ALWAYS someone who will tell when you WRONG
THEM.
Being inclusive ofthe readers, since this is the topic
of Karmic reference, we will reprint the “research paper”:
[QUOTING:]
[No date other than the Fax machine of Apr. 23,
1996. No address or phone number-or
Fax number!
No heading so that we can give full honor and credit to
all research assistants in this project. We shall reprint
DIRECTLY as written without changes, even for missed
punctuation.]
MY FINAL DAYS AS A GRUB were spent in SoIa,
Uam, on the 3rd planet from the 7th star from Alcyone
if you count the other six as
[Editors, do not correct this perfected layout]
orbiting around it.
[H: Remember, this is from a person who blasts
MY use of ‘brain-damaged” Engqh.]
They don’t, of course, but one of the locals on
Planet Three decided to drum up a batcha new believors
to milk lotsa belief-juice from. So she pretended she
was a no-show spacelord named hatonn. Hatonn in
Ubangi means here-to-save-you.
[H: I knew right
HERE that she is not referring to me for I am not
here to save anyone!] In English it means the opposite
of Hats Off, but she wanted a wider audience. [H:
Why? Obviously you are her audience and is that not
quite enough?]
Actually she wasn’t a no-show spacelord named
Hatonn. [H: Researcher, make up your mind!] She
was a plagiarist embezzler named in several lawsuits
later on. [H: Ah, now we describe the real culprit
and it wasn’t, after all, who we thought you had
identified.
Dharma was NEVER recognized as a
plagiarist EVEN IN COURT.
Check your own
SETTLEMENT papers, researcher. If there is anything I cannot abide it is a false-research self-pro-
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claimed reporter for Earth Research. We certainly
do recognize the “embezzlers”, however, do we not?
1 further believe you will find that Dharma, if that be
your target, is not “named” in very many lawsuits
except by YOUR attorney Abbott, trying to keep the
gold after lying to all of you, his clients, and taking
your money, if indeed you consider Infinite Balance,
Inc. YOUR responsibility.]
Her worst crime, however, was a mishmash of illiterate ravings purporting to
warn the reader what’s really about to happen on Planet
Three. III: It certainly seems that someone should.]
“Hatonn” then proceeds to quote from more industrious
peoples homework azzo it were his own, while knocking all other sources including the one he’s quoting
from as errant, misleading, inaccurate, and spiritually
inferior. [II: Surely you must be referring to prior
writings you have shared with us for THIS Hatonn
only gives credit and accolades to those felt deserving. Therefore you must be referring, Annie, to
Green’s “Hatton” as printed in UFO magazines.]
This always leads to Hatonn painting himself as the
only true harbinger of good, and the reader as damned.
[H: Oh my goodness, I find that this reader can’t
show any attainment of knowledge or factual perception so I feel her/their research might well be
lacking in full unbiased scientific fact.] Each item
and issue of mishmash therefore starts out as the model
of paternal omniscience, and ends up cursing the very
ones it sets out to save. [H: Won’t sell, for THIS
Hatonn has no intention to SAVE anyone and neither
does (if this be your intent) Doris. It seems the very
ones who need saving are those of your ilk and
ignorance and therefore we have no wish to struggle
against you to save you. We certainly do NOT want
ones such as you, our dedicated enemy, to be WITH
us. Our biggest question to you and yours is how in
the world do we get rid of.you from our miserable
and wretched lives? YOU SEEM TO BE VERY
WELL SITUATED WITH YOUR NEW GOD
GREEN AND HATTON, SO HANG IN THERE,
KITTEN.
GREEN IS CERTAINLY “TAKING
CARE OF” YOU AND YOURS! With your racist
and anti-Semitic, anti-Black, anti-unfortunates attitudes, it is going to be quite difficult to have you long
as a friend. So, please, go with the ones you serve!]
“Ye hath strayed!” it raves illiterately, in pseudo
biblical Ubangi. [H: Who is “it”? Also, do you now
insult biblical Ubangi?] (Which, interestingly reads
like brain-damaged English.)
[H: How could YOU
possibly know? Your own English reads like BRAINDAMAGED English.) Maybe that was ok, since most
Planet Three believers were raving illiterates anyway.
-SOMEONE bought the papers. [H: Well, obviously
you DO NOT, you read, steal and blast so how dare
you speak of any honest readers who might “buy” the
papers? Do you, as well as do research, now wish to
limit the reader’s ability to have free press and free
speech without insult as to mental brain-capacity?
YOU READ IT SO WHY DO YOU DENY OTHERS
THE RIGHT OF THE SAME FAILINGS?]

shows in this illiterate composition.
It is, however,
NOW, a matter of cause and effect presented in a most
respectable example. The “effect of your notation gives
me cause” to respond. Therefore, let us see what we
have here: “Every action generates a force of energy
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of choices.
Some of these choices are made consciously, while others are made unconsciously. But the
best way to understand and maximize the use of karmic
law is to become consciously aware of the choices we
make in every moment.
that returns to us in like kind. . _ what we sow is what
Whether you like it or not, everything that is hapwe reap. ” AND, “And when we choose actions thot pening at this moment is a result of the choices you’ve
bring happiness and success to others, the fruit of our made in the pasr. Unfortunately, a lot of us make
karma is happiness and success. ” Therefore we must choices unconsciously, and therefore we don’t think
assume that this brings
they are choicesYOU happiness and sucand yet, they are.
If you step back for a moment and
If I were to in- ”
cess, senders, for it most
certainly is KARMIC result
you, you would
witness the choices you are making as you
most likely make the h
turn. I wonder, today, if
make those choices, then in just this act of choice of being ofTimothy Binder, ex-President of US&P, is as happy
fended. If I were to
witnessing, you take the whole process
with you as I am?!? He had
pay you a complifrom the unconscious realm into the
a lot to offer the world bement, you would
fore he met his albatross
realm.
This procedure of most likely make the
conscious
choice
of being
and I wish him well in his
conscious choice-making and witnessing
pleased or flattered.
upcoming endeavors to try
and reach through in hoBut think about it:
is very empowering.
listic healing and free enit’s still a choice.
1 could offend
ergy research,
to such
open-minded, fair and just, public Judges. Now, chil- you and I could insult you, and you could make the
dren, if it appears here that I am Judging the parties in choice of not being offended. I could pay you a compliplay, perish the thought.
There is so much other ment and you could make the choice of not letting that
STUFF to “‘judge” that I don’t have to attend the writers flatter you either:
By their
In other words, most of us-even though we are
of such erudite intelligence information.
infinite choice-makers-have
become bundles of conactions have they JUDGED THEMSELVES!
With permission we will use and give unlimited ditioned reflexes that are constantly being triggered by
credit to Deepak Chopra for sharing his insight, that is, people and circumstances into prediotable outcomes of
for those who appreciate his wondrous gift of teaching. behavior. These conditioned reflexes are like PavlovI suggest that our more dis-earning friends don’t bother ian conditioning. Pavlov is famous for demonstrating
to read the explanation herein given as “copy” lest you that if you give a dog something to eat every time you
ring a bell, soon the dog starts to salivate when you just
soil your brains.
How wondrous it is to have a REASON to get ring the bell, because it has associated one stimulus
personally acquainted with the most insightful persons with the other.
Most of us, as a result of conditioning, have repetion your globe through having to get permission to
reprint and, use as teaching guides, such wonderful tious and predictable responses to the stimuli in our
information [us ChiefOkilo ‘s writing on p. 21. Thank environment. Our reactions seem to be automatically
you who ridicule and snivel, sneak and snitch, for we triggered by people and circumstances, and we forget
now have ;he golden key for CONTACT! By the way, that these are still choices that we are making in every
foolish wits, it gives Dr. Young a chance to interchange
moment of our existence. We are simply making these
with his PEERS in education and dedication to worthi- choices unconsciously.
If you step back for a moment and witness the
ness. I consider such as wonderful company to keep.
[QUOTING from The Seven Spiritual Laws of choices you are making as you make those choices, then
Success,
by Deepak Chopra; based on Creating
in just this act ofwitnessing, you take the whole process
Affluence,
New World Library, 58 Paul Drive, San from the unconscious realm into the conscious realm.
This procedure of conscious choice-making and witRafael, CA 94903:]
nessing is very empowering.
You are what your deep, driving desire is.
When you make any choice-any
choice at allAs your desire is, so is your will.
you can ask yourself two things: First of all, “What are
the consequences of this choice that I’m making?” In
As your will is, so is your deed.
your heart you will immediately know what these are.
As your deed is, so is your destiny.
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad IV.4.5 Secondly, “Will this choice that I’m making now bring
happiness to me and to those around me?” If the answer
is yes, then go ahead with that choice. If the answer is
THE
LAW
OF KARMA
no, ifthat choice brings distress either to you or to those
(P.39)
around you, then don’t make that choice. It’s as simple
Karma
is the eternal assertion of human
as that.
There is only one choice, out of the infinity of
Ann Beam, President,
freedom. . . . Our thoughts, our words, and
choices available in every second, that will create
Infinite Balance, Inc.
deeds are the threads of the net which we throw
around ourselves.
happiness for you as well as for those around you. And
Leon Fort, Owner Operator
Swami Vivekananda when you make that one choice, it will result in a form
also
of behavior that is called spontaneous right action.
Research Assistant to and Agent for:
America West Publishers, George Greed, President
The third spiritual law of success is the Law of Spontaneous right action is the right action at the right
Karma. “Karma” is both action and the consequence of moment. It’s the right response to every situation as it
and
America West Distributors, Disiret Stevens Green, that action; it is cause and effect simultaneously, be- happens. It’s the action that nourishes you and everyPresident
cause every action generates a force of energy that one else who is influenced by that action.
There is a very interesting mechanism that the
returns to us in like kind. There is nothing unfamiliar
Reporter for: Earth Research
1996 Earth Research
about the Law of Karma.
Everyone has heard the universe has to help you make spontaneously correct
expression, “What you sow is what you reap.” Obvi- choices. The mechanism has to do with sensations in
ously, if we want to create happiness in our lives, we your body. Your body experiences two kinds of sensa[END OF QUOTING]
tions: one is a sensation of comfort, the other is a
must learn to sow the seeds of happiness. Therefore,
sensation of discomfort.
At the moment you conThank you for this wondrous bit of intelligent and karma implies the action of conscious choice-making.
You and I are essentially infinite choice-makers.
sciously make a choice, pay attention to your body and
literary and scholarly representation of your attitudes
about Spiritual Truth and those who have tried to share In every moment of our existence, we are in that field ask your body, “If I make this choice, what happens?”
with you. It is not our ignorance and stupidity which of all possibilities where we have access lo an infinity If your body sends a message of comfort, that’s the right
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choice. If your body sends a message of discomfort,
may bring you wealth and fulfillment.
This is the
then it’s not the appropriate choice.
transmutation of your karma into a positive experience.
For some people the message of comfort and dis- You haven’t really gotten rid of your karma, but you are
comfort is in the area of the solar plexus, but for most able to take a karmic episode and create a new and
people it’s in the area of the heart. Consciously put positive karma out of it.
The third way to deal with karma is to transcend it.
your attention in the heart and ask your heart what to
do. Then wait for the
To transcend
response-a
physical
karma is to
response in the form of
become
inOnly the heart knows the correct answer. Most
a sensation.
It may be
dependent of
people think the heart is mushy and sentimental.
thefaintest level of feelit. The way
ing-but
it’s there, in
to
transcend
But it’s not. The heart is intuitive, it’s holistic,
your body.
karma is to
it’s contextual, it’s relational.
It doesn’t have a keep experiOnly
the
heart
knows the correct anencing
the
It taps into the cosmic
win-lose orientation.
swer. Most people think
gap, the Self,
computer-the
field of pure potentiality, pure
the
Spirit.
the heart is mushy and
sentimental.
But it’s
It’s
like
knowledge, and infinite organizing power-and
not. The heart is intuiwashing
a
takes everything into account. At times it may
tive, it’s holistic, it’s
dirty piece of
contextual,
it’s relanot even seem rational, but the heart has a cloth in a
tional. It doesn’t have a
stream of wacomputing ability that is far more accurate and
ter.
win-lose orientation. It
Every
time
taps into the cosmic
YOU
far more precise than anything within the limits
computer-the
field of
wash it, you
of rational thought.
take away a
pure potentiality,
pure
knowledge, and infinite
few stains.
-~You
keep
organizing power-and
_.
.
takes everything into account. At times it may not even washing it again and again, and each time it gets a little
seem rational, but the heart has a computing ability that cleaner. You wash or transcend the seeds ofyour karma
is far more accurate and far more precise than anything by going into the gap and coming out again. This, of
within the limits of rational thought.
course, is done through the practice of meditation.
You can use the Law of Karma to create money and
All actions are karmic episodes. Drinking a cup of
That action generates
affluence, and the flow of all good things to you, any coffee is a karmic episode.
time you want. But first, you must become consciously
memory, and memory has the ability or the potentiality
aware that your future is generated by the choices you to generate desire. And desire generates action again,
are making in every moment of your life. If you do this The operational software ofyour soul is karma, memory,
on a regular basis, then you are making full use of the and desire. Your soul is a bundle of consciousness that
Law of Karma. The more you bring your choices into has the seeds of karma, memory, and desire. By becomthe level of your conscious awareness, the more you ing conscious of these seeds of manifestation,. you
will make those choices which are spontaneously cor- become a conscious generator of reality’. By becoming
rect-both
for you and those around you.
a conscious choice-maker, you begin to generate acWhat about past karma and how it is influencing
tions that are evolutionary for you and for those that are
you now? There are three things you can do about past around you. And that’s all you need to do.
As long as karma is evolutionary-for
both the Self
karma. One is to pay your karmic debts. Most people
choose to do that-unconsciously,
of course. This may and everyone affected by the Self-then
the fruit of
be a choice you make, also. Sometimes there’s a lot of karma will be happiness and success.
suffering involved in the payment of those debts, but
the Law of Karma says no debt in the universe ever goes
APPLYING
THE
LAW OF KARMA
unpaid. There is a perfect accounting system in the
OR CAUSE
AND
EFFECT
universe, and everything is a constant “to and fro”
exchange of energy.
I will put the Law of Karma into effect by making
The second thing you can do is to transmute or a commitment to take the following steps:
transfer your karma to a more desirable exnerience.
(1) Todav I will witness the choices I make in each
This is a very interesting process in which you ask .
yourself, as you’re paying your karmic debt, “What can
I learn from this experience? Why is this happening
and what is the message that the universe is giving to
me? How can I make this experience useful to my
fellow human beings?”
By doing this, you look for the seed of opportunity
and then tie that seed of opportunity with your dharma,
with your purpose in life, which we’ll talk about in the
Seventh Spiritual Law of Success. This allows you to
transmute the karma to new expression.
For example, if you break your leg while playing
sports, you might ask, “What can I learn from this
experience?
What is the message that the universe is
giving me?” Perhaps the message is that you need to
slow down and be more careful or attentive to your body
the next time. And if your dharma is to teach others
what you know, then by asking, “How can I make this
experience useful to my fellow human beings?“, you
may decide to share what you learned by writing a book
about playing sports safely. Or you may design a
special shoe or leg support that prevents the kind of
injury you experienced.
This way, while paying your karmic debt, you will
have also converted the adversity into a benefit that
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moment. And in the mere witnessing of these
choices, I will bring them to my conscious
awareness. I will know that the best way to
prepare for any moment in the future is to be
fully conscious in the present.
(2) Whenever I make a choice, I will ask myself two
questions: “What are the consequences of this
choice that I’m making?” and “Will this choice
bring fulfillment and happiness to me and also
to those who are affected by this choice?”
(3) I will then ask my heart for guidance and be guided
by its message of comfort or discomfort. If the
choice feels comfortable, I will plunge ahead
with abandon. If the choice feels uncomfortable, I will pause and see the consequences of
my action with my inner vision. This guidance
will enable me to make spontaneously correct
choices for myself and for all those around me.
[END OF QUOTING]
Thank you, Professor Chopra.
Doris (dharma) asks about how can those whom she
has not damaged be so intent upon destruction of her?
Well, student, it is obviously straightforward that the
enemy (evil) is out to getcha. It is OK, for look at the
lessons in opportunity and the lessons given voice by
the experience. Evil is always in battle against goodness, lies against truth, and sensing against Spiritual
goodness. I believe you have learned something else
this day: the value and use of Karmic expression. You
see, to sit stupidly and mutely aside while the enemy in
evil discredits and takes you down, is WRONG. Justice
is NOT served through lack of countering the assaults.
GOD IS JUST. What is sent forth is returned IN KIND.
Until you all learn the LAWS, you cannot possibly
accomplish the magnificent task before us. What another “believes” is none of our business, do you see?
When others wish to destroy their brothers to suit their
own evil greed, it is WRONG, no more and no less. I
shall not stand aside without recourse, readers. My job
is not to SAVE anyone nor actually, any thing. My job
is to get the TRUTH of LIFE before you through the
conduits of KNOWING from those who have come to
KNOW. I must get a remnant through and the others of
the place are none of my business. I shall counter EVIL
wherein 1 meet it or it is thrust into my space.
Little Crow, Lakota (6/30/91):
“We can pay lip service to our spirituality,
but
unless we enforce it through our actions and behavior,
we simDiv oav ii0 service.”

cohwc~:
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TimelessReminderOffered
From Esu 66Jesus9y
Sananda
Editor’s note:
We have elected to share, once
again, writings which appeared from Esu ‘Jesus”
Sananda some years ago, specifically
in 1991.
The
message rings as true today as it did then, and we hope
that you will spend some serious “quiet time” in reading and reflecting on hisgenerous
offerings in wisdom.
Many of us readers are guilty of wanting “new” information,
“more” information
when, in truth, if we
really read, reread, andstudied
that which has already
been offered, we would constantly receive new insight.
Since these writings from Sananda are lengthy, we
have chosen to break them into a series of several
installments.
We here at CONTACT would like to take a moment
to PUBLICLY thank Sananda for his TRUE LIGHT
AND LIGHTED WISDOMAND ~ENEROSITYINSHARING SUCH TRUTH WITH US. THANK YOU!
Part
I of
this series began in our 3119196
CONTACT on p. 28; Part II was on p. 20 of the
3/26/96 issue; Part III was on p. 15 of the 4/2/96 issue;
Part IV was on p. 5 of the 419196 issue; Part V was on
p. I1 of the 4/23/96 issue.
6/11/91 #l

HATONNISANANDA

Hatonn present.
Please allow us to come into
sharing that understanding flows as well as “words”.
I am asked, these days of Sananda’s writings, how
is it that I presume to make introduction? Why indeed.
Dharma would enjoy being the one to tell you but part
of the reason is for her own protection.
As the Truth comes forth after over 2000 plus years
of gigantic LIE, it is both dangerous and extremely
impactful to the receivers of that Truth. Do not believe
that simply because you become a scribe, that the shock
and pain are somehow vanquished. We do fine for the
period of writing but as she witnesses, then, the product, it is sobering indeed. This is the most important
gathering of information in your universe and cuts
through the very fiber of all you have expected and
trusted throughout your life experiences. It is hard to
realize you are people of the lie from the beginningand worse, to know that the adversary will not like this
information very much. I remind you: TRUTH WILL
STAND INTO INFINITY AND WE BRING TRUTH
SO WE WELCOME ANY MAN TO CONTRADICT
THAT WHICH HE WILL BUT HE HAD BETTER
COME WITH SOME INCREDIBLE “REASONING”.
WE ARE NOW DEALING WITH YOUR INFINITE
SOUL ENERGY AND THE SHOE IS ON THE OTHER
FOOT-MAN
IS NOW EXPECTED TO “PROVE”
THAT WHICH HE PROJECTS AND SINCE THE
PHYSICAL IS A PASSING ILLUSION-HE CAN NOT
DO SO!
Suzy, thank you for the crystal pendant for it does,
indeed, radiate the love expressed in the sharing. I say
sharing, for a creation of God can only be shared and

the gifting of such can only be the sharing of “expression”. I would tell you a bit about this particular crystal
in its growth patterns. Just as a crystal “chip” bears a
programmed frequency so, also, does a crystal. As
some crystals grow, they will push out what appear to
be fractures but this is NOT so. They are the root
system from which a crystals grows into its flower-like
“clump”. It houses the very source of the DNA/RNA of
the “thing” which it shall become. Since man cannot
seem to leave them in their intended location for he
desires to hold both the beauty and the life-form, the
root itself is usually quite ugly in appearance-but
those wondrous “children” of the parent are divine
indeed. The one you sent is old, old and bears its own
inner child and has become as “hard” as diamond for
any “practical” purpose. Some of these little beauties
are missed for they will often bear a lot of the root and
will have ugly malformations which man does not J&e
in his trinkets.
We have left your message intact for its intended
projection and then we reprogrammed the “starburst”
within. It now bears the assorted frequencies of the
various Masters and in the sunlight will actually “sing”
as the light is reflected and refracted from within the
central root core.
The major problem with Man taking and rearranging crystals is that they are expected to do something
which they cannot do and they are ALWAYS located
where they serve a great purpose in the overall order of
the planet. From these little jewels come the very
refracting frequencies that do such things as break
down stone into earth for the reclaiming of life sustenance. This elder crystal comes from a place wherein
most of the task of the mineral projection is finished for
the nurturing of surface life forms. The removal from
the “new” western world locations is more tragic,
however, for they are for the purpose of breaking down
dying minerals such as uranium, etc. Man does not
realize that which he does when he takes up those dying
minerals and stockpiles them for their purpose is to
break down, through radiation and refraction bursts,
the very world which is originally presented in solid,
compact rock-type formations. You can see the mechanism more readily within the lava flows which are
eventually broken down and become fertile soil. So be
it for the mineral lesson of this day.
I want to again thank you, Suzy, for the sharing for
I have much more to say regarding this and it is not yet
time. Misused, these gem-stones can literally break
down the health of ones believing them to be giving
nourishment-Man
seems to always need to tinker with
that which he understands not.
CRYSTAL

VIRUS

I must have you understand that a virus is also just
a crystalline product. This is WHY it can be considered

that bombardment with certain frequencies will break
it (explode it)-just like a crystal chalice. The DNA/
RNA structure of every cell is constructed from this
crystalline substance which is programmed and bears
the holographic structure of whatever will become from
that seed. When Man began to tinker with these things
of the very program substance of the universe-he
walked in well over his head-for evil will always take
that which could be wondrous and turn it to the physiCal-HOPING ALWAYS TO FIND IMMORTALITY
WHICH ELUDES HIS EFFORTS FOR THAT HAS
THUS FAR ONLY BEEN ENABLED BY THE GOD
CREATOR AS ORCHESTRATED
BY NATURE
(NATURAL CREATION).
The physical aspect of man always reaches the
P oint to which your civilizations have reached and
efforts at immortality-and
the object, of course, is to
create life immortal and get rid of all the unwanted
competition. It never works out well, for his greed and
fleshly desires drive him through his ego into the
destructive paths so that all he actually accomplishes is
some sort of “duplication imitation”.
But these are
effective indeed for destruction of species.
I wish to thank T.D. for sharing with us. It is
always difficult for Dharma for me to give information
of which she has no resource and information is always
well received on various subjects which you ones will
bother to go and research.
Along the lines of life
duplication and viral DNA possibilities, I suggest You
who have time and inclination, get the book The
Biological Time Bomb by Gordon Rattray Taylor from
the World Publishing Co., New York and Cleveland.
T.D. has sent me excerpts from that book and it will
curl all you straight-haired entities. Your researchers
have had nearly a century to work on these thingshaving found the base structure of a virus and how they
“work”, sometime in the “twenties”, as recorded. (In
your Own publications.)
Now, keeping in mind what I have said about
viruses being crystal formations let me just read you a
bit of interesting “stuff’:
One quotation from page 166:
“But seven years later a genuine transformation,
claimed as the first ever to be achieved exceDt in
bacteria was announced by A. S. Fox and S. B. Yoon of
Wisconsin University.
They treated a strain of fruit
stock laboratory
animal-with
/r ies-the geneticist’s
DNA extracted from flies of a different strain.
The
offspring of some of these/lies
variedgenetically
from
their parents, and the variation bred true for up to
seven generations,
after which it vanished again. This
announcement
drew a reply from Professor
Serge
Gershenson,
head of the Virology section
of the
Zabolotny institute of Microbiology
and Virology of
the Academy of Sciences in the Ukraine.
He, it apP eared, had treated Drosophila with DNA derivedfrom
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the thymus glands of calves thirty vears ago, and had
published
his results in 1939. (At that time all DNA
was believed
to be identical,
and he used calf DNA
merely because there was a convenient technique available for obtaining it.) He found that the treatment
produced stable mutations, but, unlike those produced
by X-rays and so forth.. . . [and more:]
“Moreover, we now know that viruses do their work
by entering cells and substituting
their own nucleic
acid for the cell s nucleic acid, thus forcing the ceil
machinery to make viruses and not what the cell usual1.v makes.
And in the fifties it became clear that
viruses can even Dick up bits of nucleic acid from the
cell they enter, adopt it into their own svstem and later
deposit this ‘ropue DNA’ in another host cell-a
phenomenon
known as transduction”.
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“I am not a letter writer and seldom ever write
letters to the editor but I thought I wouldpass this little
tid-bit to you. ”

So-to whom it may concern.
It is as if mass
insanity has been loosed upon you-and
so it has. I
would write one more short instruction-from
Dante
unto his follow&s: “. . ..and then he said: ‘Now it is
time to quit this edge of shade: follow close after me
along the rill, and do not stray from it; for the unburning marginsform
a lane, and by them we may cross the
burning plain.’ ”
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but is also tortured most by his own inner violence,
which is the root of blasphemy.
And that, chelas, is where you are AT. You are
between the rock and the hard place and you refuse to
see and hear that which has brought you to this brink of
pain and decision. It is seemingly easier to continue in
the agony and chaos than to turn into Truth which
would shower the cool life-spring of waters upon the
barren lands. It is always the INNER refusal to understand and turn into KNOWING which is destructive
unto the very soul of Man. So be it. For herein I shall
turn this forum unto the Christed hands. You, precious
creations, are at the crossroads and the path through is
very narrow indeed and closing quickly. 1 ask that you
“fear not” but turn from your ignorance into Truth that
we might get on with that which is at hand.
Oh yes, early on we asked, why has Hatonn the
audacity to MC the information and speakers? Because
I AM ATON come with MY SON TO RECLAIM MY
KINGDOM AND YOU, MY BLESSED CHILDREN.
IT WILL BE MOST SUITABLE IF YOU WISH TO
CONSIDERME “THE HORSE’S MOUTH” rather than
the other end of the horse where most still desire to
place me. Salu.

Dante, in pity, restores the torn leaves to the soul of
this countryman and the Poets move on to the next
round, a great Plain of burning sand upon which there
descends an eternal slow rain of fire. Here, scorched by
Do you still want to deny and argue with me that fire from above and below, are three classes of sinners
duplication and mutation is not possible? Stop blaming suffering differing degrees of exposure to the fire. The
little gray space aliens for the trouble you have-YOU
blasphemers (the violent against God) are stretched
HAVE DONE IT YOURSELVES
QUITE AD- supine upon the sand, the Sodomites (theviolent against
.EQUATELY WITHOUT ANY SPECIAL HELP.
Nature) run in endless circles, and the Usurers (the
To other inquiries, I would like to say that it has violent against Art, which is the grandchild of God)
been quite easy to get Hatonn’s cellular sample for we huddle on the sands.
have been in and out of there for many, many years.
The Poets find Capaneus stretchedbut on the sands,
As to the Rajiv Gandhi assassination, it will be- the chief sinner of that place. He is still blaspheming
ESU SANANDA:
come very clear as to why he was murdered. I believe, God. They continue along the edge of the Wood of the
Blessings and peace unto you ones. May we bring
in fact, that I have already covered it well enough to get Suicides and come to a blood-red rill which flows
boiling from the Wood and crosses the burning plain. clarity and understanding in our WORDS.
the picture.
Now as to the Pleiadean Command pulling out all Virgil explains the miraculous power of its waters and
While I lived, the disciples shared my belief in
their installations on Earth as you inquired. I believe discourses on the origin of all the rivers of Hell.
God-for it seemed the thing to do at the time and my
So what? The symbolism of the burning plain is own faith was great enough to bear them up. They even
that is not in any manner that which should be discussed here or anywhere. Suffice it to say that Pleiades centered in sterility and wrath. Blasphemy, sodomy, believed in the Kingdom of Heaven-as
well as that
Command NEEDS NO BASES ON YOUR EARTHand usury are all unnatural and sterile actions: thus the there would be an ending to the world as it was then
WE WORK VERY WELL FROM OUR OWN OFF- unbearing desert is the eternity of these sinners; and known. When I was no longer present, they, like ones
SURFACE FACILITIES AND WOULD NEVER HAVE thus the rain, which naturally should be fertile and now, dispersed. There was, however a regathering as
MORE THAN CONTACT POINTS AT ANY RATEcool, descends as fire. And what of this Capaneus? He they realized that I was not “gone”. How do we get over
AT ANY TIME. Now, T.D., this comes from someone is subjected not only to the wrath of Nature (the sands the hurdle of having to have some form of illusion in
other than yourself-for
YOU know better than that! below) and the wrath from above (the fire from above), physical formation to convince the beings of the illuYou also know better than to test me regarding Vegans,
Lyra, etc. If they were considering active intervention
to protect you from your demise with the AB’s, I would
not respond-BUT,
remember
something---INTERVENTION IS A NO-NO! TO GO AGAINST COSMIC LAW AND INTERFERE WITH PLANETARY
ACTIONS EXCEPT IN SPECIFIC PERMITTED AREAS OF EXPECTED DAMAGE TO THE OUTER
ORDER WOULD NOT BE A WISE MANEUVER ON
THE PART OF ANY OUTSIDE COMMAND-AND
WOULD BRING DOWN A GREAT BUNDLE OF
TROUBLE FROM FLEET COMMAND OF WHICH I
HEAD.
1 will speak of Alaska regarding the inquiry regardPROGRAM
STARTING
PACKAGE
ing what might be happening there. I ask Dharma to
--.--_-, simply leave the following without label and reprint the
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“Hatonn has written some time ago ‘Can Russia
Invade the U.S.? ‘andelsewhere
that theRussian
‘business men ’ etc., are swarming all over America.
“I would say that Russia has already invaded and
is continuing to do so. These so-called business men
are coming over to Alaska via Nome to Anchorage and
wherever on a regular basis. They do not stay in hotels
and such, but they stay in private individuals’
homes
through do-gooders
organizations
such as the Rotary
Club, Unity Church, etc. And the people welcome them
with open arms! I have some acquaintances
who are
members of these organizations
that have and are
They stay maybe a few days or so
hosting these people.
while ‘someone ’ comes to pick them up during their
stay and they are shown around wherever and whatever
they want to investigate-anything.
“BUT the capper is this: A group of Russian boys,
complete
with their smart military-styled
uniforms
showed up at the recent State Boy Scouts Jamboree
unannounced and PARTICIPATED.
The Scout organization had no advance warning that they were com-
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sion?
They thought they had seen me dead-for
it never
occurred to them otherwise-then,
it was obvious that
they saw me “no longer dead”, so what could it mean?
It mattered not that which I said unto them about life
and death and thus and so-for
they had seen me
“dead” and now “no longer dead” so THEY HAD
OBVIOUSLY
SEEN ME RISE FROM THE DEADOR SOMETHING!

Now, we moved on into the heart of the matter
which could later be misconstrued, lied about and made
into a religion-now
they no longer believed with me in
God, but without this man, Esu (Jesus)-in
Christ
The step had been laken from the religion
arisen.
proclaimed by me, the man, a “prophet” of the Hebrew
religion, to the Christian religion. While I lived, there
was no such thing. The step was one easily taken but
would have died completely out had Saul not turned up
the steam in the cooker and saw a good way to make a
sweeping change in the very structure of man’s existence. Poor Saul, he actually believed he did “good” and
yet he knew no better than to cram and force this new
doctrine upon the masses, thus creating the bloodbaths
of Hell upon a planet. Let it be recognized that at the
time it was not “One man called Jesus or Esu Emmanuel” that basically changed a world-it was at the
hands of the ignorant and deceivers through conjured
stories and pronouncements, rules and regulations that
a planet was changed, 1 believe if you look about the
degenerating world-that
it lacked and still lacks almost all Godly expression.
You act in the name of
God-but it is NOT the Holy God of Divine Truth and
Light within the Divine and Balanced Natural Creation. Now you had best go back and start re-reading
the Khazarian history as given unto you. For it was
with the upstart of the Holy Church of Rome thaG4he
real clamps came down in the most evil eras that would
ever befall a people.
TODAY, YOU CAN WITNESS THE “FATHER”
OF THAT VERY CHURCH-PUSH
THE “NEW
WORLD-ONE
WORLD-ORDER”.
Further, the followers of the man Esu, the first
“Christians”, withdrew from the area of historic perception, for the supporters of Christ became an utterly
intangible thing, oscillating ambiguously between being and nonbeing.
It was Saul (Paul) who first led
“Christianity” into the sphere of history. It is a total
delusion to make Christianity begin with one called
Jesus, Esu or Emmanuel-as
a historical individual.
The history of Christianity is not yet complete.
Because of the part played by the Church in remakin
a Western world that ‘had fallen into barbarism, and
because the entire spiritual life of Latin and Germanic Europe is permeated with motifs originating
in Christianity, all Christian churches seem to have
something in common. This common element forms
a bond between the many Christian churches that
have fought each other to the death, the orthodox and
the heretics, and even the indifferent who have
grown up in the Christian world. But it is not
permissible to define the commonelement
as the
“essence” of Christianity and on the basis of such a
definition to judge what is Christian and what is not.
From a historical point of view, such definitions can
never be anything more than speculative ideal types
of Christianity or dogmatic tenets on the strength of
which particular churches or groups claim to be the
sole repositories of Christianity, while all others are
no better than heretics or heathen. Thus, insofar as
the Western world is “Christian” if you wish to label
it that, this Christian element, when it is not usurped
by limited groups from the Roman Catholic Church
to the Protestant sects, can only be the Biblical
religion, which encompasses all Christian faiths as
well as the so-called Jews and those who believe with
a Church, and even in some way those who expressly
abjure all faith. Re-read that please. Note that you
have become a world of factions based on various
BIBLES, not based on Godness nor anything of
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higher understanding. You have limited your existence
to that of the physical plane and have efforted to
completely sever your attachment to the Truth which
you are.
Biblical religion thus becomes the all-embracing
whole, reaching through the millennia from Abraham
to our own day; no Westerner can disregard it, but no
one is entitled to claim it for his own possession. Every
man who lives in a bond with the Biblical religion finds
his sustenance in it, selecting and stressing what he
.wishes.
It is only when all the figures of the Biblical
religion have been forgotten that the Christian West
will be at an end. You see, that will not be too long in
coming-for
the one you remember, this “Jesus”, was
not-for
he was a conjured fabrication of Saul of Tarsus. The Christ was missed just as he is missed in every
journey through your expression.
The “Christ” is
actually “Christ” which is a state of being and is NOT
a physical manifestation.
CHRIST-IS A STATE OF
BEING!
YOU CANNOT HOLD TO GOD OR
CHRIST THROUGH ANY MAN! The expression of
God as human physical projection is NOT GOD NOR
CHRIST NOR, NOR-FOR THOSE THINGS ARE NOT
OF THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION.
The man in point is one element in the “BIBLICAL” religion, an element of paramount importance
for those who believe that one to be the Christ. Yet
though Jesus Christ was somehow considered the beginning and center of this creed, the man himself, even
in the Christian world, is only a compenent of Christianity; he was not its “founder” and through him alone
it would not have come into being in any manner. The
reality of the man was overlaid by ideas that were
totally alien to the man himself, or to his emotional
spiritual beliefs-only
a tiny vestige of his own reality
has remained in the “let’s pretend world” of the Biblical society. This is why I chuckle at the very prospects
of “appearing” as some of you demand-to
prove myself. Who would recognize of me? Would Dharma be
enough to prove a thing? I doubt it greatly, since most
ones pronounce her insane at best. Well, I can promise
you of my beloved few-you WILL recognize ME when
I arrive this time! Will I be angel? How about a bird?
Might I be a space-man? How about a cow? You of
mine, shall know me and there shall be no mistaking
my presence. So be it.
One labeled “Jesus” the Christ, is somehow the
beginning and center of this creed, though the man,
himself, would not recognize that which is said of him.
That poor man’s influence can be summarized along a

MORE

couple of separate lines: He was transformed from the
man into the Christ, the Son of God, from a human
reality to an object of faith and secondly, the man
himself was taken as a model for behavior.
His disciples took a first step when they began to
believe not only in his message but also in him. Subsequently, they came to believe in him as the Messiah,
as the Son of God, then, as God Himself. With this the
human reality became irrelevant, except for two points:
that he had actually lived the human flesh and that he
had been crucified. It is characteristic that in the Credo
the human reality of the “man” disappears. Its second
article is a profession of faith in “God’s only begotten
Son”, our Lord, conceived of the Holy Ghost and born
of the Virgin Mary. After this transcendent introduction nothing is said of that man’s life except that he
somehow suffered under Pontius Pilate, that he was
crucified, died, and was buried. After that, you return
to the transcendent: he descends to hell, rises from the
dead on the third day, ascends to heaven, sits at God’s
right hand, whence he will come again to judge the
living and the dead. YOU WOULDN’T ALLOW YOUR
DAUGHTER, HOPEFULLY, TO GO ON A DATE
WITH ONE YOU KNOW SO LITTLE OF, WOULD
YOU? AND YET, YOU BASE YOUR ETERNAL AND
INFINITE EXPERIENCE ON THE LIE!
WHAT
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All that matters is that God was in the world and
was crucified7 The historical reality is somehow irrelevant for faith. The study of the New Testament is
superfluous for faith, and moreover, quite disturbing.
For faith is not based on a historical reality that can be
ascertained by critical investigation. Even the faith of
his contemporaries, who was the man in the flesh, who
knew his life, hisgestures, actions, words, WAS NOT
A PRODUCT OF THE REALITY.
This belief in the “Christ” was not inaugurated by
ME, the one Saullabeled Jesus, nor Esu nor Emmanuel,
but sprang up after the passing of the man himself. I
say “passing” for you are going to have to amend your
thinking in another manner--I was not killed on a
cross. I survived and lived out my days away from the
accursed and so-called Holy Lands. Did I sacrifice
myself on a cross in any event? Of course not-it took
seven or eight men to bind me while THEY EFFORTED
TO MURDER MY PHYSICAL BEING.
Let us, herein, simply look again at that which the
historian says regarding the aspects of the experience

“Modern Medicine is but a religion based on empty
faith in priests and rabbis (doctors) within temples
(hospitals) which are dangerous to your very life. The
conspiracy is with the Elite. The conspiracy is against
Man and Nations.” - HATONN
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as to influence:
“....The first step was belief in the resurrection,
based on the visions ofA4aryMagda’lerie
and several of
the apostles.
Next, the shameful death on the cross was
transformed
into an act of sacrifice. Finally, with the
outpquring
of the Holy Ghost, the meaning of the
company of believers was actualized and became the
Church.
The Gospel narrative of the Last Supper
became the basis of a m/t. The sacrament of the Last
Supper was the end ofa development;
had Jesus established it, it would necessarily have been the beginning.
‘Jesus did not make himself into a sacrament ‘..>j
“The articles of faith: Christ’s sacrificial
death;
the redemption
of all believers through his death,
wherein Christ took their sins upon himself; justification by faith; Christ as the second Person in the Trinity; Christ as Logos (world reason), participating
in
the creation of the world and guiding the people of
“Israel” through the desert; the Church as Christ’s
corpus mysticum; Christ as the second Adam, historical beginning of a new mankind; all these tenets and
many more that mark the rich history of Christian
dogma have nothing to do with Jesus. Christ was a new
reality
that was to produce the most overwhelming
effects in history.
“Without the churches, Christianity couldnot have
developed
through the centuries. If Jesus kept a place
amid the innumerable
motifs that entered into this
development,
it was thanks to the canon of the Christian Scriptures.
While even so early a Christian as
Paul had no interest in Jesus the man, the Gospels
remained a part of the New Testament. The Christian
canon, including the books of the Old Testament, is so
rich in contradictory
themes that there is no justificalion for trying to find anywhere in it the key to the
Gospel, to the message of Jesus, to the Biblical religion. Even Jesus is not the key, but it was his reality
that gave the impetus wherever the idea ofthe imitation
of Jesus has arisen.
. “Here and there, men have taken a radical view of
‘imitation ‘. They have tried to put the Sermon on the
Mount into practice
by turning the other cheek, to
follow Jesus ’ instructions to the apostles by wandering
in poverty,
to follow the Passion by provoking
their
own ruin in the world, in short, to achieve the truth of
martyrdom
by actively imitating Jesus’ most extreme
actions and sayings.
“Or else, the imitation of Jesus has been interpreted
as the transfiguration
of the suffering that
comes to us unsummoned, in the course of events. The
Passion of Jesus becomes a model, teaching us to bear
the most unjust and inexplicable
suffering, not to despair when we are forsaken, to find God, the last and
only foothold,
at that source of all things, to bear our
cross with patience.
For all suffering is sanctified
through Jesus.
“The imitation o/Jesus takes on still another meaning when his ethical imperatives
are taken as a norm,
when purity and love are seen as God’s will.
This
attitude compels knowledge:
ever! at best we experience our ethical inadeqliacy.
“But an orientation
by Jesus is possible without
imitation.
For Jesus gave the example of a life whose
meaning was not nullified by failure in the world, but
enhanced, not to be &e as- an unequivocal directive
but as a manifest possibility.
He showed how a man
could become free from the fear inherent in life by
taking his cross upon himsel’
His message teaches
men to keep their eyes open for absolute evil in the
world and forbids complacency;
it rPminds men of the
existence of a higher authority.
The absurdities in his
words and actions can exert a liberating effect.
‘<Many men in the world of Biblical religion have
managed to discern Jesus through all the successive
layers of tradition.
In his actions and words he spoke
as himself: Because of his radicalism, which has never
ceased to be meaningful, the contemplation
of Jesus
the man has always been a source of inspiration.
He
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has remained a powerful force in opposition
to the
Christianity
that made him into its foundation,
the
dynamite which has threatened so often to shatter the
connealed, worldlv Christianitv of the churches. He is
invoked by the heretics who take their radicalism
seriously.
“Enormous intellectual efforts have been made to
confine the coritradictory frow of this man’s life and
thought in a systematic whole. In their drive toward
worldly order, the churches have tried, often with
considerable
success, TVmuffle his explosive power, to
limit and direct the flame. But from time to time it has
broken loose, bringing new hopes and fears of the
catastrophe.that
would usher in the Kingdom ofHeaven.
“This origin has created peculiar difficulties for
Church dogma and policy, and these never-resolved
difficulties in turn have been responsible for tie lack of
clarity, but also for the vitality and wonderful truthfulness of Christianity.
“The difficulty began when the worldfailed to end.
In the new situation, thought and action had to be
revised. In practice, the place of the expectedkingdom
was taken by the Church. Jesus, the herald of the end,
became the institutor cf the sacrament.
But once the
kingdom of God that would end history was drawn into
history, its whole character inevitably changed.
The
application
of a message springing from the most
extreme Of Situations t0 the tasks of this world, t0 the
shaping of existence, the promotion of knowledge, art,
letters, gave rise to’the insoluble antinomies that mark
any discussion of “Christianity and Culture”.
Rebels
and dogmatists have formed equally rigid and narrow
conceptions
of Jesus, the man and his teaching.
The
rebels ’ interests lead them to seekgrounds
on which to
deny everything in the world, as justification
for their
destructive
drive for power. The advocates of Church
dogma are led by their interests to moderate what is
explosive and extreme byfinding a place for it within
the eternal, unchanging truth of Christianity.
Thus
they cannot acknowledge that the/ai[ure
of the world
to end produced a revision of Christian thinking. .
“In regard to the historic knowledge of Jesus,
orthodox faith may favor a radical skepticism which
makes it possible to fill in the empty space where the
historic reality has been, with a life of Christ based
solely on faith and immune to historical
criticism
because it is not empirical but transcendent.
Or, on the
contrary, it mgy recognize the whole Gospel narrative
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as a historic reality to be believed without critical
investigation.
In the first case, historical knowledge is
quite logically eschewed as irrelevant to faith. In the
second, critical investigation
is limited to secondary
matters, for it is not permitted to alter so much as a jot
in the revealed, absolutely certain empirical reality of
the Biblical accounts.
“The historic reality ofJesus, the man, which is so
extremely importantfbr
us in the history ofphilosophy,
is without interest to the doctors of the faith, either
among the rebels or the orthodox believers. ”
.

Perhaps it might be advantageous to reread this
last portion quite a few times and then allow it to
digest,
When you, as Man, can separate that which is lie
f rom that which is Reason and Truth, only then can you
b egin to come into the wondrous realms of that which
is God and further your understanding of how and what
IS this wondrous Creation in which yoli find yourself
experiencing.

You see, you can now put aside your hate and
mongering against Khazars and anti-Jesus assaults,
etc. If you come into understanding and KNOWING

()F GOD you HAVE IT ALL! Physical Man has set up
the scheme to suit his own needs in the attainment of

power over other Men-for

he cannot gain power over

that which he desires-GOD
AND/OR NATURE CmATION: He can destroy and tear away at the fragments
ofboth-but
he cannot even begin to touch the being of

God nor of the Creation in balance and total order. He
can only wreak havoc among the ones and spaces of his
intimate little tiny segment of experience.
IF YOU HAVE GOD-YOU HAVE POWER AND
THAT, DEAR ONES, 1s SIMpLy ALL THERE IS TO
1~. FORGETTHETRAPPINGS,
THERITU&S,
THE
FOOLISHNESS-AND
THE FEAR BROUGHT
THROUGH THE LIES, IF you HAVE GOD-YOU

HAVE POWER ABOVE ALL.
BEAR

AS LONG AS YOU
PRESENCETHAT STANDS AGAINST GOD CAN

THE LIGHT

NOTHING

IN YOUR

OWN

ENDURE-NOTHING.
THINGS D() NOT HAVE
TO END AS you
PERCEIVE
THEM-IS
IT NOT
TIME TO WAKE up?

Let us close this segment for it is quite a heavy load

to drag until it can be sorted.

who come into Truth.

Blessings

Saalome’.
I AM.

upon ye ones
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and are rather hard to locate now. As far as the Ancient
Astronaut theory goes, there is great demand for literature here in America but only in Europe where the roots
are deeper, do we find it as accepted by the scientists
more and the public still demands the publications.
Here, it is as if a veil has been put over the people, well
executed by the Saganites, who make or feel almost
ashamed to do research in it until one finds out just how
unschooled and uneducated they truly are. There is so
much to be learned here and studied it would really take
scores of years as there are just too many questions. We
laugh at star revelations in the so-called rag-journals,
such as the NATIONAL, ENQUIRER, which seems to be
sensationalized, but that seems to be what is hiding the
reason more people do not believe in them for I have
found that many of these stories do have validity behind
them but we have since birth been brought up with
another side of man’s history that masks all that we
were meant to know. Other peoples in the world are
lucky as the Veda has been studied by them for years as
well as literature from areas of the Orient. India is
finally discovering her history is much richer than ever
believed.
One Professor Duncan Lunan of the Glasgow University lab has come right out and stated that someone
has placed a space craft in orbit about the moon. This
report was published in the British JOURNAL OF
INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY which said the craft
was broadcasting signals; perhaps this was one of the
things our astronauts saw. This is strange for in the
mid-60s astronomers did discover a small body orbiting the moon as they bounced radio and radar
signals from it. They went back to other unexplained
radio messages in 1928 and 1934 that confirmed
same. Three other European researchers transmitted
radio signals and received two answering echoes. One
took seven seconds to return which meant it was bounced
off the ionospheric layer while the other took fifteen
seconds, much too long for the law of physics to ascertain. What professor Lunan found was that the code
was a broadcast of a star map, the dots and dishes
corresponding to the constellation Bootes. Other star
maps were found by other researchers and most believe
as Chatelain that the moon has been visited many times
and perhaps our Apollo astronauts found that out first
hand. Why, for instance, did we stop going to the moon
with all the research to be done there? Russian Astronomers have unabashedly come right out and stated
Mars has man-made satellites orbiting as supposed
moons. Why do so many people feel the government is
hiding the real story? Is there something deep in our
psyche in genetic memory, that tells us we were once
amongst the Gods? Do we look up to the heavens
because there was once someone there to look up to?
Did someone use to come to our defense when we
prayed? Are we like little kittens who, before they even
are aware of birds, if you play a recording of songbirds
they automatically look up? Why are such stories as of
the Hollow Earth debunked by the Saganites yet Admiral Byrd’s nephew has just announced aconfirmation of
his uncle’s findings and is trying to launch expeditions
to find it himself? Why do the ancients constantly
speak of it? There are so many areas to be explored on
this earth and in the seas below that to deny flatly
anything we cannot physically register or see is very
naive.
The debates over the existence of the ancient astronauts are not new, The ancients themselves were in hot
debate over the issue as to the belief that the Gods once
walked the earth and intervened in man’s affairs and
often they sound like archaic versions of harangues
between Eric Von Daniken and Carl Sagan. The first
of the known debates began in 300 BCE and the theory
of .‘euhemerism’ came into being for Euhemerus of
Messene proposed that the reason people worshiped the
Gods was that they once ruled the lands and this was
done in gratitude. By far, however, are the best debates
in Cicero’s (lob-43 BCE) treatise, THENATURE OF
THE GODS, the first published debate of the pros
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We offered Part One of this material referenced
from Chapter One of the book [as the Front Page story
in the 4116196 issue o/CONTACT].
We will pick up
right where we left off and perhaps, even though the
part one was on April lOth, you can perhaps catch up by
looking up that writing. The Editors will have to give
further instructions for locating that writing, for as we
have to cut back in the paper we find it difficult to keep
continuity.
In our “perfect world” we could simply
offer and you would obtain. However, as books are
removed from library shelves and banned from publication, it becomes most difficult to get some of these great
and truthful documents. There is actually no way to tell
for how long we shall be able to share them but we will
try for as long as we are given allowance.
Information:
THE GREATEST
STORY NEVER
TOLD, by Lana Cotiine Cantrell, Biohistorical Press,
8512 Belden Blvd., Cottage Grove, MN 55016. ISBN
9-620749-O-X, Library of Congress: 88-071213.
Lana Cantrell is an exceptionally beautiful lady,
‘I...born in Salzburg, Austria and now lives in a suburb
of the Twin Cities with her parents and cocker spaniel,
Scarlett. This is her second book, her first was written
when she was in senior high school of which she was
nominated in the literary section of the Cowboy Hall of
Fame. This endeavor is her doctorate for college credit.
She is a member of The American Association for the
Advancement of Science, American Institute of Biological Sciences, American Holistic Medical Foundation, Paleopathology Association and the Ancient Astronaut Society. Her hobbies are writing, painting,
sewing and healthfood cooking.”
[H: To our Editors. Please do not change verbiage or punctuation. Our job is to accurately reproduce material in the style of the author. It should be
noted that the most remarkable criticism of this
work is NOT in the research or truth but rather, that
Miss Cantrell does not properly use grammar and
structure in her non-native tongue. What a sad thing
has come upon your people that acceptance is based
on sentence structure and not the structure of insight

Front

Page)

and truth in research.
Is that, in addition, the
responsibility of Editors and NOT the number one
responsibility of the writer in the first go-through?
Be kind and you will learn ever so much more!
Please remember that this is written in English when
possibly the first language is Austrian-German.
Thank you, and I shall effort to clarify what I can in
anything we reproduce.
The book itself is your
responsibility to structure appropriately.]
THE

GREA

TEST

STORY

NEVER

TOLD

by Lana Cantrell
THOSE
MAGNIFICENT
GODS
IN THEIR
FLYING
MACHINES
[QUOTING, Continued from Chapter One, PART
2:(To preserve the exact flavor of the document, no
effort will be made to correct grammar and punctuation.)]
GORDON

COOPER

Then there is the case of astronaut Gordon Cooper
that arouses curiosity for more than one reason. He
was the pilot of Mercury 9 in 1963 and of Gemini 5 in
1965, and he was unquestionably
one of our most
skilled space pilots, yet he never flew an Apollo. Gordon Cooper, now manufacturing skydiving parachutes
after having quit the space program, has never told
anybody outside NASA what he saw in space. But there
are those who think NASA may have removed him from
the Apolloflights
because he had seen too much. It is
also curious that this man, who isnot only an astronaut
but is also a scientist, has now become afirm believer
in extraterrestrial
life and civilizations
and is convinced that space visitors to earth have been around
for a long time, from the most distant past up to this
very day. Not long ago Gordon Cooper participated
in
an archaeological
expedition to South America that
discovered
the remnants of a very old and very advanced civilization
dating back more than five thousand years. Pottery, sculptures, and hieroglyphs very
similar to Egyptian artifacts of the same period, were
discovered, confirming once more the theory that Egyptian andAmerican
cultures had a common origin. It is
quite natural for a famous astronaut to be interested in
ancient astronauts but one may still wonder whether
Cooper did not acquire his sudden interest in extraterrestrial civilizations
by seeing for himself in space
things that he did not have the right to tell us about.

Why is it the Saganites deny all this while those
that have been there are all moved body and soul?
Chatelain’s book, as so many by some of these authors
who seem to be in the know. saw onlv short oublication
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and cons of the existence of the Gods I have found to connections with your ancestors. I agree that it is
date. To the Greeks, the Gods were a way of life they disconcerting to leave out a “not” here and there, but
tried to emulate. He opens the book by stating some- are we not all just a BIT IMPERFECT? To whom do
thing the Saganites should take to heart.
you-take this kind of a book for publication? Who
“There is nothing worse than a hasfy judgment,
will offer the truth to you? We have to have help
and nothing could be more unworthy ofthe dignity and where it is offered and available lest the truth be
integrity of a philosopher
than uncritically
to adopt a forever kept FROM YOU. How would YOU do in
false opinion or to maintain as certain some theory
German translation?]
which has not been fully explored and understood. ”
This is how I feel, for what if 99% of what we find
As to our own question most philosophers have is only normal phenomenon like the debate over the
affirmed the existence of the gods and indeed such an face on the moon, supposedly rock hewn out by a higher
assertion is plausible and one to which we are all intelligence and also the pyramid shapes found there.
naturally inclined. Protgoras however professed him- What of that one little l%? We cannot say, yes, the
self in doubt on the matter, and Diagoras of Melos and ancient Astronaut theory is false, because no one
Theodorus of Cyrene did not believe them to exist at all. KNOWS for sure. Cicero points out that Philo said,
But even among those who assert that gods exist there that all our knowledge is only the knowledge of our own
is such variety and conflict of opinions that it would be ignorance; this is what we have to raise above, ignotedious to list all of them. There are many different rance. The entire book of Cicero’s is a collection of
theories about the shapes in which the gods appear, essays by different philosophers on the subject of the
about their homes and habitations, about the manner of gods and their relationship to man. By that time in
their lives, and all of these theories are the subject of history the gods more or less reflected the weaknesses
constant dispute among philosophers. But the crux and of man in his life for they became someone on whom
center of the argument is the question whether or not they could lay the blame, rather than on themselves
the gods do nothing, care for nothing and take their which we yet do today in religion and in the sciences
ease detached from all concern with the care and gov- with the theory of genetic evolution. They too found
ernment of the world; or whether or not on the contrary that many of the stories just got to the point of being
all things have been created and formed by them from ridiculous as man translated his own baseness onto the
the dawn of time, and will be ruled and governed by gods from whom he sprang, as one philosopher stated.
them to all eternity. So at the outset of our inquiry we
So far I have been dealing in a general way not so
are faced with the fundamental differences of opinion. much with the opinions of philosophers as with the
Unless these differences can be resolved, mankind will fantasies of lunatics which are nearly as absurd as the
continue to live in the grossest error and ignorance of poisonous honey of the poets, who present us with gods
what they most desire to know.
afire with rage or mad with lust, and make us the
For thousands ofyears man had been used to having spectators of their wars, their battles, their violence
the gods around them as this study will prove and and wounds; of their hates, quarrels, altercations, and
sudc’enly there was an abandonment for which these also of their births and deaths. They are depicted
people were very much unprepared.
Their great- through complaints and lamentation, their lusts eruptgrandparents knew of them but now the stories were very ing into excess of every kind; adultery, captivity, and
much blurred and no one seemed to really know the true story. intercourse with human beings to that extent that morThere is -no subject on which there is so much tals may have gods for parents. To these fictions of the
difference of opinion among the learned and the igno- poets we may add the wonder of the magicians in that
rant. But in this medley of conflicting opinions, one the similar extravagances of the Egyptians are exposed.
thing is certain: Though it is possible that they are all This is not to even mention the superstitions of the
of them false, is it impossible that more than one of masses which are held only in the ignorance of truth.
them is true? [H: Yes, for you plagiarists in fullAs we will see, a great deal of the above held truth
blown investigation,
I did change the sentence to but man went toexcessesexcusing hismisdeeds through
read CORRECTLY!
I.e., she wrote: “But in the his own nature as relative to the Gods. But Epicurus
medley of conJ7icting opinions, one thing is certain.
believed as myself, that a genetic memory had been
Though it ispossible
that they are all of them false, it forged into our beings and brains from the most ancient
is impossible
that more than one of them is true. ” I of times and for this reason we find the gods familiar
know this subject far better than does even Miss and fascinating to us. The fact that people all over the
Cantrell.
She doesn’t object to clarification of world have the same legends and myths of those times
misspeak so why do YOU? She has done great displays a common JUDGMENT, of the inborn knowlresearch in order to share a compiled reference for edge of the mind that today we call genetic memory.
you-if you take exception to presentation you shall There are many debates as in the following rebuttal
surely be the loser in this documentation of your against one who denied the existences of the “gods”

PLEASE

0

OWA

MAT
BOARD...

WANT

ME AN ANSWER
To THIS QUESTION...
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which proves my point that we cannot deny something
we have not as yet seen.
“Did you ever actually see a god? Then
why do you believe that gods exist? So let us
abolish everything which we only know by hearsay or by some new hypothesis o/our reason.
This is as though people who dwell inland
should refuse-ta believe in the existence of the
sea. Such is your narrowness of mind that if
you had been born in Seriphus and had never
left this island. where you saw daily only little
hares andfoxes, you would refuse to believe in
the existence of lions and panthers, when they
were described to you. And if anyone told you
about an elephant, you would think he was
pulling your leg!”

Has any of the Saganites seen a God? Apparently,
the Astronauts did, or came closer than most. I never
have seen same so 1 cannot sit here and deny they exist.
I do not believe the Gods came from another planet and
mated with primitive man but I do believe these people
came right from here. Debator Lucilius was quick to
remind all of instances which occurred, and still do,
which were most unusual and which they could not
explain, and which we cannot yet explain today.
And so, both in our own country and in others, the
worship of the gods and the sanctity of religion grow
firmer and more fair day by day. This does not happen
blindly or by chance but because the gods time and
again declared their presence.
For example, at Lake Regillus in the Latin War,
when Aulus Postumius was in command in the battle
against Octavius Mamilius of Tusculum, Castor and
Pollux were seen fighting on horseback in our ranks.
And in more recent times they appeared to announce
the defeat of Perses of Macedon. When Publius Vatinius,
the grandfather of one young contemporary, was traveling by night to Rome from Crete, of which he was
governor, two young men on white horses told him that
Perses had been captured that very day, and when he
arrived in Rome he announced it to the Senate. Whereupon he was promptly thrown into prison for contempt
of the assembly. But afterwards, when dispatches from
Paulus confirmed the king’s capture on that very day,
this same Vatinius was granted lands and special privileges by senatorial decree. Again, when the Locrians
defeated the men of Croton in a great battle on the river
Sagra, tradition records that news of this battle was
heard the same day at the Olympic games. Often men
have heard the voice of fauns in the forests and the gods
have often appeared in many forms so as to compel
anybody who is not a fool or a worldling to admit that
they are present among us.
There is also argument as to how everyone had their
own versions of the stories of Hercules, Apollo, Achilles, Orpheus, Hera and the family of the gods and how
they needed to find the basis of these stories for uninformed philosophers, poets and priests were making
fools of the people as everyone had lost the validity of
the nature of the gods as real beings. [II: Do you see
that the tales have to be considered as are all myths
to integrate possible truth within the fabric of the
tapestry? How many of you have gone forth and
STUDIED and re-studied the ancient myths and
interchange with possibilities? We are greatly indebted to such as Miss Cantrell who was willing to do
that laborious task in the same fashion as does Nora
Boyles for our own work.] “Philosophy is the child of
ignorance” as one book so wisely opens. One thing they
did argue over quite adamantly was what the Gods
looked like in relationship to themselves. The story
was told of how Dionysius ordered the golden beard
taken off Aeseulapius at Epidaurus as the son of Apollo
had no beard like his father which as we will see has
some truth. Aristotle spoke of the “‘Divine Child” who
had features unlike the brachycephalic
ana dolichocephalic features of most people. Everyone searched
amongst the peoples for those closest in features to the
gods and we will attempt to explore the mysteries of the
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human body that lends credence to this. The important
thing to remember is that the elders knew that to
explore the world and its lifeforms would take holistic
reasoning.
We must see that the “parts” of the world (for there
is nothing in the world which is not a part of the
universe as a whole) have sense and reason. So these
must be present to a higher and greater degree in that
part which provides the organizing principle of the
world as a whole. The universe must be a rational being
and the Nature which emanates and embraces all things
must be endowed with reason in its highest form.
They called this great power of Nature just that,
“the power” which if George Lucas were living back
then he would have said “tnav the power be with you “!
But if said to us of God, as we will see, I think they
would have turned around with their lotus eyes and said
in all earnestness, “I ant the force, ” for they did not
believe in Fate as “they” were “the power” that is, the
culmination of the forces of nature converged to make
a whole ONE, in this case we can know them as “power-man”.
These elders believed that the earth was a living
organism, Gaia, and that all the universe as well is
living. We are finding today that this is true....
[END OF QUOTING]
This is far too tedious to continue in this method of
presentation so I shall have to ask that if you want all
the details of this volume, please obtain it. I wish Lana
could have had the expertise of excellent Editors for the
reading would be so much the more flowing and easily
integrated.
We are, however, appreciative of such
insight and research as has been poured into this volume of work. It is quite surprising that it has even made
it to public forum.
My intent is never to relay information that states
in fact that which is unknown for that is indeed foolish.
My intent is to bring to your attention possibilities and
allow you to gathei’enough information to make informed opinions regarding questionable focus. Conclusions of right perception can only be recognized
through the myriads of sorted material. I herein ask
that a copy of the TABLE OF CONTENTS of this book
be reprinted so that you can make an informed decision
as to the value you feel might be acquired to self [see to
right].
To get a full picture of your OWN PRESENT
DIRECTION-YOU
MUST COME TO LEARN ABOUT
EGYPT IN ANCIENT TIMES. YOU CANNOT KNOW
GOD IN THE PERFECTION OF LIGHT WITHOUT
REALIZING THE IMPACT ON ALL SINCE THAT
TIME AS RELATIVE TO FUTURE GENERATIONS
OF MAN.
You will find great continuity in our own presentation and that of ancient Aton and Akhenaton as you
trace your sequence and participation in THIS ‘PLAY.
Where did, do, you fit? Perhaps you can better see as
the play unfolds.
What do I meanby saying “as the play unfolds”?
Well, readers in the transition of being, I would offer
some rather blunt observations from Little Crow:
‘ilin ‘t none of us going to hell,
ain ‘t noneofus goi’ng to heaven. What
we are doing is going into the infinity
of our being, the infinity of our creation, which is energy-energy
and
that’s it. Energy has always existed,
always shall exist and always has existed and will continue to exist whether
we have that realization
or not.... ”
If we cannot take this wisdom from our ancient
TEACHERS, then how can we define that which is

reality from the illusion7 When you stop trying to get
something from nothing you shall see, perhaps, the
need for service and realization, When you get out of
your own way-you will be a long way down the pathway to KNOWING! Salu.
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- The Disgrace. ........................................................................

20 - 1

TWENTY-ONE

TWENTY-TWO
TWENTY-THREE
TWENTY-FOUR
TWENTY-FIVE

- Adventures

in the Underworld.

..................................

21 - 1

- The Command Base of Heaven, ................................
- The Taking

of Jerusalem.

22 - 1

.......................................

23 - 1

- Death of Inanna.. .......................................................
- Solomon

and the Temple.

24 - 1

..........................................

25 - 1

Part Three
“THE

EARTH

WILL

BE MINE”

TWENTY-SIX
- The Disc of Death. ........................................................
TWENTY-SEVEN
- The Sue For Peace. .................................................
TWENTY-EIGHT
- The Sons of the Gods. .............................................
TWENTY-NINE
- Exodus. .......................................................................
. THIRTY-After Exodus. .............................................................................
THIRTY-ONE
- Life In Egypt Under Amen-ra
.: ..:
..................................
THIRTY-TWO
-‘Amen . ............................................................................
THIRTY-THREE
- Egyptian Teratology and Physiology. .....................
THIRTY-FOUR
- The Ennead. .................................................................
THIRTY-FIVE
- The Laws. ......................................................................
THIRTY-SIX
- Marriages Made In Heaven.. ...........................................
THIRTY-SEVEN
- The Final DAYS. ........................................................
THIRTY-EIGHT
- The Wasted Earth. .....................................................
THIRTY-NINE
- The Ultimate Weapon. .................................................
FORTY

- The Resurrection.

FORTY-ONE
FORTY-TWO
FORTY-THREE
FORTY-FOUR

- The ‘Lost

......................................................................
Races’

- The Chosen

- The Hawaiians.
- Book

‘Em Dano,

42 - 1

...........................................................
Me Up, Scatty!

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

41 - 1

.......................................................

Then Beam

-

40 - 1

.............................................................

People.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

43 - 1
...........

.44

- 1
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As I deal with Dharma’s experiencing through the
maze of legal encounters we have to constantly work to
overcome the first floods of negativity. The negatives
are, “Not more, I can’t stand more of this garbage.”
“Things are getting worse, not better.** “I just don’t
know what else to do...” When these attitudes come
forth, and until you can get your goals reestablished
and uppermost in mind, then you will get no response
or cooperation from your subconscious mind. You will
not move forward nor backward-you
will simply be
stymied in the moment.
Let us consider that if you get into a taxi and you
immediately give a half dozen different directions to
the driver in the first three minutes, he would become
hopelessly confused and probably would simply refuse
to take you anywhere.
It is the same thing when
working with your subconscious mind. There must be
a clear-cut idea in your mind. You must arrive at the
definite decision that there IS a way out, a solution to
the vexing problem which pops up in every turn of your
life. When you reach that clear-cut conclusion in your
conscious mind, your mind is then made up, so to
speak, and according to your BELIEF it is done unto
you.

.How
Desire
&.Intentio
Power
Our
Creativi
4/28/96 #l
THIS
SHALL

HATONN
TOO
PASS

In the never-ending cycles of sequenced interchange of the electric universe it is always wise to look
and then remind self that “this too shall pass” in its
proper disposition. It is also wise to realize that those
unseen things and invisible energies are always the
most potentially useful. However, when you learn to
connect the invisible with the clues and fragments of
the visible ongoing sequence of events, you can come to
KNOW everything for in the clues lie the proper conclusilns.
Also, however, therein lay the improper
conclusions so always take exceptional care that you
realize differences.
What are clues‘? They are mostly the MISSED
things of happenings which ebb and flow throughout
your living experience which, if you connect your
“dots” carefully and thoughtfully, a pattern begins to
emerge.
For instance, if you KNOW that you have a socalled enemy in your midst, but you have no idea who
that might be, but you get an accidental message left on
your answering machine to a known enemy, you might
suspect that the calling party, even though it is a wrong
number ‘or accidental dialing, is, at the least, doing
something undesired for you to know. When this
happens you can know right off that it was an accident
in the one instance but you will also begin to look at the
other things which have transpired and which then take
place later. On what basis do you speculate possibilities? Well, if a caller is using frequently dialed numbers it is easy to hit numbers out of sequence, i.e.,
perhaps one party is number 36 and yours in their
directory is 35 or 37. Do you see how easy it is to
misdial? All you may have is a pattern establishing
itself but it gives clues and, after all, clues are all you
need if the enemy is within.
Then there is intuition-always
there is intuition,
so why not use it? Check out what and how you feel
about a given incident or what you are told about the
incident and see if there are excuses given for the
accident or was it simply a misfire. If you want to know
truth, the mind will find its way. If you really want to
accomplish something-the
mind will find the way.
TKE MIND IS THE IMPORTANT FACTOR HERE,
FOR IT WILL ALWAYS FIND OR CREATE A “WAY”
1’0 ACCOMPLISH WHAT YOUR THOUGHTS EXDRESS IN DESIRE.
If you have NO goal, NO dream, NO vision, then
there is nothing to accomplish and therefore you will
never accomplish much of anything worthwhile. Why?
Because you will lock yourselves into the mass of
“zombie doers” just moving along a track which enslaves you to the ordinary.

WHAT

IS DESIRE?

Desire is “prayer”! Further, it is NOT the thing
believed in that brings an answer to man’s prayer; the
answer to prayer results when the individual’s subconscious mind responds to the mental picture or thought
in his mind. This law, and yes it is a law, of beliefs
operates in all religions of the world and is the reason
why they are psychologically
true. As a man thinks,
feels, and believes, so is the condition of his mind,
body, and circumstances. A technique, a methodology
based on an understanding of what you are doing and
why you are doing it will always help you to bring about
a subconscious embodiment of all the good things of
life. Essentially, readers, answered prayer is the realization of your heart’s desire. If you do not limit the
manner or sequence of realization, you will ALWAYS
The call compels the
get your petition answered.
answer!
Desire is that which causes you to focus unrelentingly onto your goal. However, it is not enough just to
want something-you
must desire the goal actually be
fulfilled. You may wish to lose 10 pounds but until you
really desire to lose that 10 pounds you probably will
not for it doesn’t really have much importance to you.
When, however, you make up your mind to accomplish
your goal-there
is no way that you will NOT do it.
In the same line of recognition, until you decide
that the most important thing in your existence is your
oneness with GOD, you’shall be tossed on the sea of all
other impacts along the way. God does NOT hit you
like lightning as a usual habit of His gaining your
attention for HIS is to allow you to make your free-will
choices and experience the consequences of those
choices.
FULFILL

YOUR

DESIRES

First let us look at why people “fail”. The principle
reasons for failure are: lack of confidence and too much
effort. Many people block answers to their prayers by
failing to fully comprehend the workings of their subconscious mind. When you know how your mind
functions, you gain confidence.
Right answers are
inevitable when thoughts are positive, constructive,
and loving. From this it is perfectly obvious that the
only thing you need do in order to overcome failure is
to get your subconscious mind to accept your idea or
request by feeling its reality NOW, and the law of your
mind will do the rest. Turn over your request with faith
and confidence, and your subconscious will take over
and answer for you.
I do not, students, speak of using coercion, mental
or otherwise. The facts are that NO coercion is of God.
Your subconscious, in fact, does not respond positively
to coercion; it responds to faith or conscious mind
acceptance.

THOUGHT

GUIDES

In using your subconscious mind you infer NO
OPPONENT, you use NO WILL POWER. You imagine
the end and the freedom state. You will find your
intellect trying to get in the way, but persist in maintaining a simple, childlike, miracle-making faith. Picture yourself without the ailment or botheration. Imagine the emotional accompaniment of the freedom state
you crave in that problem solution.
Cut away the
entanglements of the “red tape” approach for the
SIMPLE way is always the BEST way.
You are going to have to DISCIPLINE your mind.
Here is where science must enter into the equation. The
facts are that the most wonderful way to get a response
from your subconscious mind is through disciplined
As previously pointed out, your subimagination.
conscious mind is the builder of the body and controls
all its vital functions.
Remember the old and good
advice: Whatsoever ye shall US&in prayer, believing,
ye shall receive. To believe is to accept something as
true, or to live in the state of being it. As you sustain
this mood, you shall experience the joy of the answered
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prayer!
The three steps to achievement of this end never
vary:
1. Take a look at the problem.
2. Turn to the solution or way out known only to the
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the mind can comprehend in its overload and, no matter
how much effort is exerted, until the “mental block” is
overcome, relaxation is present, and forced “thought”
is abandoned, the mind will remain focused on the
blank instead of recall. How many times have YOU left
subconscious
mind.
an examination table only to almost immediately re3. Rest in a sense of deep conviction that it is done. member the facts? Trying to force memory is the very
If you are sick, for instance, do NOT weaken your cause of the memory failure. This is an example of the
prayer by saying confusing and negative things like, “I law of reversed effort whereby you get the opposite of
wish I might be healed,*’ or, “I hope so.” Your feeling what you asked or so diligently prayed. Focus on
about the work to be done is “the boss”. Harmony is failure and you cannot win-focus on winning and you
yours. Know that health is yours. Become intelligent
cannot fail-IF,
you accept EVERY happening as an
by becoming a vehicle for the infinite healing power of answer in part to your goal achievement.
the subconscious mind. Pass on the idea ofgood health
to your subconscious mind to the point of conviction;
CONFLICT
then relax and accept the healing. Get yourself out of
your way. Say to the condition and circumstance,
If you are to succeed in reaching your desire, you
“This, too, shall pass.” And, “I expect the best answers must reconcile that desire with imagination.
To use
in the sequence best established.” Then let it go while mental force is to presuppose that there is opposition.
never overlooking the feedback. Through relaxation
When your mind is concentrated on the means to overyou impress upon your subconscious mind the enabling come a problem, it is no longer concerned with the
and kinetic energy behind the idea to take over and obstacle. When harmonious union or agreement exists
bring it into realization. If you, further, always ask in between your conscious and subconscious on any idea,
a way to have the highest good presented-then
you desire, or mental image, your prayer will be answered
‘shall be able to accept whatever “thing” comes as the for there is no longer a quarrel in either part ofyour
best way and all you need to further do is USE IT TO mind.
BEST ADVANTAGE.
When you try solving problems you indicate, right
If, as with Dharma this day, there are more looming from the beginning, failure. When you ALLOW probdepositions with a most unlikable fellow at the helm of lem solutions to come, consider, evaluate objectively,
the dingy-boat question-machine.
This shrewd twister etc., you will have plenty of alternatives from which to
of all answers, to his advantage, while leaving out all choose.
Remember that when you think you have
accompanying material, is a pain in the you-know- exhausted all possibilities and alternatives-YOU
where-BUT
REMEMBER THAT THE ACCOMPA- HAVEN’T!
NYING MATERIAL IS ALSO RIGHT THERE FOR
Let us consider Ekkers’ encounters in the moment.
YOUR ATTORNEY TO USE! The point is to insure Mr. Horn is working directly with the Green Brigade so
that your attorney USES IT wisely and properly. If, it would seem that the disadvantages far outweigh the
however, you simply bog self in the “dread” you can limited scope allowed Ekkers in a non-related case.
have no positive gain from the encounter. Remember Not so! You now have PROOF of all connections and
YOUR goal and u$e,his entre to whatever happens. His this will serve you later to such a great extent as to be
focus will be the total OPPOSITE of.yours in whatever even worth the losing of any ONE case in-point. Set the
confrontation so turn about the information to use for goal to winning ALL, however, and you can as easily
SELF. If your cause is just and right-the
right use and win them all as to consider any ONE of them. When the
attitudes will accomplish your task and the lying, cheat- enemy teams up-you have the advantage, even if it is
ing adversary will NOT PREVAIL according to YOUR elusive to you at the moment. Allow the WAY to
unfold, consider each factor and aspect, and use each
GOAL. If you expect the enemy to win, he will...!
encounter to further prove the conspiracy connections.
This brings us to:
REMEMBER THE FOCUS OF EACH CASE AND
CAUSE YOUR ATTORNEY TO FOCUS ON THE
THE
LAW
OF REVERSE
EFFORT
POINT AND ALLOW ONLY THE OTHER DISTRACAND
OPPOSITES
TIONS TO ENHANCE OTHER CASES. Look at advantages here as we are even finding the little sideWhen vour desires and imalpination are in conflict
your ima&ation
invariably aains the dav.
Let us attachments which are simply considerations of little
example: if, say, you had wide planks on your floor and consequence. However, once you know to watch your
you were asked to walk one of the planks, you would do position from every direction, you will begin to find the
so without question. But now suppose that plank were friend, the half-friend, and the aiding and abetting
placed 50 feet in the air between two buildings. Would stand-ins. None can serve two masters. You can tinker
you walk it? Your desire to walk .it would be coun- around in both camps until you are discovered, but no
teracted by your imagination or fear of falling and person can serve two masters. The result is a comwould dominate your ability to trust your balance. mercial venture of choices. If little bridges are kept
Your DOMINANT idea, which would be the picture of open for the convenience of acquaintanceship, you will
falling, would surely conquer. However, a highwire find a pattern of coalitions. If you note one adversarial
walker would think NOTHING of walking a 12-inch- acquaintance and then another and yet another-bethat party who can’t seem to choose has
wide plank. Consider your aptitudes and talents in ware-for
every instance so that WISDOM is your guide but the OBVIOUSLY CHOSEN.
I wonder how many of you ‘who follow the way of
“moment” of reaction is not your driving force.
Remember that your desire, will, or effort is re- the Biblical Psalmists know of what is written there in
versed in such choices and the dominant idea of failure those often wise statements? Let us look at Psalm 19: 14
with a bit of wise consideration: “Let the words ofmy
would be reinforced.
Mental effort is invariably self-defeated, eventuat- mouth [feeling, nature, emotion] be acceptable in thy
ing always in-the opposite of what is desired. The sight, 0 Lord [the law of your subconscious- mind], my
suggestions of powerlessness to overcome the condi- strength, and my redeemer [the power and wisdom of
tion dominate the mind; your subconscious is always your subconscious mind can redeem you from sickness,
controlled by the dominant idea. Your subconscious bondage, and misery].
will accept the strongest of two contradictory proposiANOTHER
VIEW
FROM
tions. The effortless way is the better.
THE MOUNTAIN
A student under. pressure in a circumstance of
examination can often find his knowledge has suddenly
Inherent in every intention and desire is the medeserted him. The mind becomes an appalling blank
and inability to recall a single relevant thought is all chanics for its fulfillment. Intention and desire in the
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field of pure potentiality have infinite organizing
POWER. When you introduce an intention in the
fertile ground of potentiality you put this infinite organizing power to work-FOR you. Further, it will be
through the law of least effort as spoken of above, that
you accomplish. Nature’s intelligence functions with
effortless ease, readers, with carefreeness, harmony,
and love. When you harness the forces of this harmony,
joy, and love, you create success and good fortune with
likewise effortless ease.
When you confront that which seems to represent a
problem of some kind, put yourselfinto relaxation and
recall ideas which work FOR you. Line up these ideas
so that they become a. part of each consideration in
problem solving.
1. Mental coercion or too much effort shows anxiety and fear which block your answer. Easy does it!
2. When your mind is relaxed and you accept an
idea, your subconscious goes to work to execute the
idea.
3. Think and plan independently of traditional
methods. Know that there is always an answer and a
solution to every problem.
4. Do not be overly concerned with the beating of
your heart, with the breathing of your lungs, or the
functions of any part of your anatomy. Lean heavily
upon your subconscious and proclaim frequently that
Divine right action is taking place.
5. The feeling of health produces health, the
feeling of wealth produces wealth. How do you feel?
6. Imagination is your most powerful faculty.
Imagine what is lovely and of good report, You are
what you imagine yourself to be.
7. You avoid conflict between your conscious and
subconscious in the sleepy state. Imagine the fultillment of your desire over and over again prior to sleep.
Sleep in peace and awaken in joy.
HIGHER

REALIZATION

In the wondrous journey through the physical e xperience it becomes imperative that you learn to achieve
and receive GUIDANCE and help from your “older
brothers” in the next dimension. This is as necessary
as breathing for if you cannot accept that there IS
higher guidance then you will never move far enough
away from that conscious limitation to have realization
of desires and wants. Throughout history in literature
speaking of the unknown there runs the thread of the
concept of the Divine Hierarchy. This Divine Hierarchy is said to be an organization of members of the
spirit world, headed by the Ascended Masters
and
staffed with many devoted workers whose last Earth
lives were spent in study and earnest spiritual service to
mankind. The express purpose of this so-called organization is the upliftment of mankind and the furthering of its progress or evolution along spiritual lines.
You need to realize that in your conscious state of being
you are totally impacted by that which is around and
about you and therefore objective observation is lacking. Therefore, to stand ASIDE of this conscious brain
action you must consider a “higher being”, a higher
intelligence, or SOMETHING to which you can shift
the gears of consciousness. In other words, you have to
learn to let go and let God.
Contact with the Hierarchy can be most beneficial
along material as well as spiritual paths. When you
have identified your own teacher and clearly established your contact, you can expect tangible help of any
sort you need. Ah, but how do you get that teacher?
Your own “higher self” is the best means of introduction to your spirit teacher. Go to your quiet place
and contact your higher self through relaxation and
allowance of subconscious being. Then ask yourself to
introduce you to your teacher. The reason for having a
label on the teacher is to assure the clearance of energy
streams into instant recognition. You must form both
a subconscious and, then, fi conscious contact.
Since your spirit teacher is himself a complete
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entity in itself, the method of response may be much detach self from the moment to be objective and allow
more varied than the normally internal response in that intent to push through to fulfillment of the “desire”.
you might very well get a physical response of some
It is important to remember something RIGHT
kind or another. You may see light or sparks, feel a HERE: Intention combined with detachment leads to
temperature change, feel a breeze or any number of life-centered, present-moment awareness. And when
electrical responses pass through your body, or you may action is performed in present-moment awareness, it is
simply be impressed with a new thought of some kind. most effective. Your intent is for the future, but your
Don’t focus on a
attention is in
“certain kind” of rethe present
sponse lest you miss
You are going to have to step out there into the
which is all
your introduction.
you actually
field of all possibilities and anticipate the exciteWhen you rechave-the
ment that can occur when you remain open to an
ognize that first represent.
sponse, answer imTherefore,
infinity of choices.
In this way you can then
mediately. Don’t get
you must acCHOOSE the best solution and choice. This alall choked up with
cept
the
fear and anxiety.
present
as
it
lows for the experiencing of all the fun, adventure,
This is a normal and
IS and intend
magic, and mystery of life to expression.
When
natural occurrence.
the
future.
Answer with a heartThe
future
is
you get your dharma (purpose in life) connected
felt, “Thank you,”
something
through your pure potential with your giving and
and, “It’s wonderful
you can alto know you are
ways CREregiving, noting the cause and effect of each
here.” Then ask for
ATE through
thought and action, recognize the karmic influthe name of your
detached inteacher and the rectention,
but
ences at play, take the least effort in objective
ognition symbol he
you should
intention and desire while remaining detached,
will send to let you
n e v e r
know of his presstruggle
you shall be back around to CREATING and
ence.
As you
against
the
fulfilling of your PURPOSE.
Your PURPOSE
progress and pracpresent for it
tice you will unsimply
IS.
will always be in SERVICE!
doubtedly
attract
Remember
many teachers. Each
that the past,
will have his own
present, and
recognition symbol so you can know who is with you at future are all simply properties of consciousness. The
all times.
past is only recollection, memory; the future is anticiThis is far from being “hogwash”, you skeptics; the pation; the present is awareness. Therefore time is the
spirit world has more REALITY than anything in the movement of thought. Both past and future are born in
material world, and it is certainly as important to you the imagination; only the present, which is awareness,
if not ever so much more so. I suggest you do not err in is real and eternal. It IS. It is the potentiality for spacetiismissing this as nonsense.
From where do YOU time, matter, and energy.
It is an eternal field of
think you get inspiration?
possibilities
experiencing itself as abstract forces,
How do beings from another dimension help you? whether they be light, heat, electricity, magnetism, or
To make the how a bit more easily understood we gravity. These forces are neither in the past nor in the
should look briefly at the particular why. Why should future-THEY
JUST ARE.
beings from another dimension want to help you? The
In conclusion of this particular focus on desire of
answer comes clearly from the concept of ONE GOD, successful fulfillment of any goal let us consider a good
one universe, one life, and one consciousness. Dwell- list of things to use.
ers in the spirit world, not blinded by the demands of
1. List your desire(s). Carry that list physically
your kind of physical existence, naturally understand and/or mentally wherever you go. Look at that list
this. They know that you are all ONE in essence, and before you go into silence or meditation. Look at it
their individual progress is best furthered by contribut- before you go to sleep for this is especially a good time
ing to the overall progress of the species. This begins to poke in your wishes. Look at them again when you
to become a reality of thought progression of “As you awaken and see what thoughts you have to offer regardturn to God, God turns to you.” Therefore, if you turn ing same.
to the spirit world in right connection, it eagerly re2. Release this list of desires and surrender it to
sponds to you. The avenue of growth for those on the Creation, trusting that when things don’t seem to go
spirit side of life is to actively help and participate in your way, there is a reason, and that the cosmic plan has
the evolution of those souls who are currently strug- designs for you which are much grander than even
gling for growth within the confines of a material body. those that you have conceived for Self.
Thus you can be sure ,of the wonderful mutuality of
3. Remind yourself to practice present-moment
spirit relationships-helping
you helps them!
awareness in all your actions. Refuse to allow obstacles
to consume and dissipate the quality of your attention
INTENTION
in the present moment, Accept the present AS IT IS,
and manifest the future through your deepest, most
Intention lays the groundwork for the effortless,
cherished intentions and desires-while
allowing despontaneous, frictionless flow of pure potentiality seek- tachment to the thing in point.
ing expression from the unmanifest to the manifest.
In detachment lies the wisdom of uncertainty,
This is easily recognized as through God and Self friends. In the wisdom of uncertainty lies the freedom
judging INTENT. IT IS THROUGH INTENT THAT from the past, from the known, which is the prison of
ALL IS MANIFEST. Desire has no power save through past conditioning.
INTENTION.
Intention is the valid power behind
You must be willing to step off into the unknown,
desire. Intent alone is very powerful, because intent is that field of all possibilities, in order to surrender
desire without attachment to the outcome. Desire alone yourselves to the creative mind that orchestrates the
is weak, because desire in most people is attention with whole movement of the universe.
attachment. Intent is desire with strict adherence to all
There is no merit in FORCING solutions on probthe other laws, but particularly it is an adherence to lems for in force there is only the creation of new
DETACHMENT.
If you are to be successful you must problems.
Participate in everything with detached
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involvement and the solutions will pass for your inspection.
You need to factor in uncertainty as an essential
ingredient of your experience. This allows you the very
fundamental ability to create what you desire, for in the
uncertainty you have flexibility. Be willing to accept
uncertainty for, as stated, solutions will spontaneously
emerge out of the problem, out of the confusion, disorder, and chaos. The more uncertain things seem to be,
the more secure you can feel, because uncertainty is
your path to freedom. It may seem to be a contradiction
but it is through the very wisdom of uncertainty that
you will tind your security. Why? Because you are not
LOCKED into an outcome.
You are going to have to step out there into the field
of all possibilities and anticipate the excitement that
can occur when you remain open to an infinity of
choices. In this way you can then CHOOSE the best
solution and choice. This allows for the experiencing
of all the fun, adventure, magic, and mystery of life to
expression. When you get your dbarma (purpose in
life) connected through your pure potential with your
giving and regiving, noting the cause and effect of
each thought and action, recognize the karmic influences at play, take the least effort in objective intention and desire while remaining detached, you shall be
back around to CREATING and fulfilling of your
PURPOSE. Your PURPOSE will always be in SERVICE! In Service to others you find the perfection of
harmony and balance. Just remember that sitting in the
middle of the fence is NOT harmony and balance; it is
just having made the WRONG CHOICE. You may well
function on either side of the fence as need arises but to
live on that fence is temporary in every concept. Gold
(money) is not evil or good-the USE OF THE COMMODITY MAKES THE DECISION AS TO ITS
VALUE. lfyou think you can relate and experience evil
without having it rub off on you, think again. If you are
not actively changing evil intent of another with whom
you are experiencing, then you are accepting the evil as
surely as if you are in training to teach same. Remember that the simple nodding of the head indicates
concurrence and will be used as such when you least
expect it, by the one to whom you nodded. It also sets
“appearances of circumstances” and ones are always
judged by the company they keep and the actions performed. If I, for instance, see you laughing with and
nodding (as in agreement) with someone I know serves
evil intent-then
I am going to ASSUME you are in
coalition and agreement with that adversary. I have no
other thing upon which to base my conclusion for if you
choose my adversary’s company you have chosen to
NOT HAVE MINE-except
perchance to use me in
some manner.
I would hope that you can sort your feelings in
positive activities from the fragments of input from
these lessons for when you can you will have grown in
limitless leaps and bounds.
If you think you can
experience in BOTH worlds of expression-think
again
for you are birthed to be ALL things but experiencing
in one dimension at a time in order that you might
LEARN. Please remember that unconditional experience is NOT the same thing as absolute experience, just
as is unconditional love NOT the same as ABSOLUTE
LOVE. All things, all beings HAVE CONDITIONS!
When you properly “condition” your desires and intentions-you will have ability to win whatever prize you seek,
Good morning.
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advertise nor suggest cures. At best YOU are the only
one who can bring healing to Self. What has really been
notable is the feeling of better-being as depression
seems to improve in only a couple of days without any
changes in substance intake of any kind. What this
indicates is a nervous system response in receptors and
connection capacity of the nerve connections.
Since
the source of “power” is from small batteries it is, first
of all, safe. I just bring you this information for your
personal consideration.
I certainly am not in the
medical business and I am not trying to sell you anything. All I am suggesting is that these devices have
been around for decades, so if someone among us will
find a resource we would be grateful.
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Latest ChallengesTo
Body,Mind And Soul

GOLD

INVESTMENTS

Dharma and E.J. have been through hours of grueling depositions on the topic of “gold investments” as
There seems to be another side-benefit to the fre- presented to the opposition attorney, Mr. Horn, from
Editor’s note: Readers, please keep in mind that it
quency
introduction which is the inability of parasites the Green Brigade. Do I suggest gold investment?
currently takes a good 9 months of publication
and
This Does Mr. Ekker suggest gold INVESTMENTS?
Yes
printing activities,
due to lack offunds,
between the to flourish in the “charged” cells environment.
time that we announce the latest Journal here, only seems to come along with a normalization of the system and NO. We certainly, like any other financial writer,
as regards fat which is the storage mechanism of the suggest you buffer your reserves with some gold and
GOING to press, and when that new Journal is actually
parasitic
community. I have no comment about worthi- silver. We also handle or suggest gold and silver
through
completed
and
available
for purchase
Phoenix
Source Distributors.
Always
look to the ness for any one or all, but it has been shown right here colloidal solutions but we are not now, nor ever have
and right now that “something” happens which changes been, in any INVESTMENT business of any kind.
Back Page of CONTACT for Journal availability
terrible damage potential from toxic insects, snakeIt is obvious that Mr. Green tries to TRAP us into
information.
bites, etc., into an uncomfortable couple of days with a somehow representing .investments.
No, there is no
couple of days of varying spells if minor itching.
metals dealing here and there are no investments.
4/30/96 #l
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Here, Doris also took some over-the-counter anti- There IS an opportunity to lend funds to the Phoenix
histamine immediately, along with aspirin to reduce Institute For Research & Education, Ltd. in exchange
FOREWORD
the fever to manageable levels. If one of the bites had for notes. There are agreements and one of which is an
not been on the hand we would never have missed a agreement to NOT WITHDRAW funds until the price
Please be patient with us as we use the opportunity
of gold is doubled from loan date. There is nothing
of a “Foreword” being hewn from a “writing”. We have typewriter strike.
I have asked that there be attained some supply of unique about this nor is it an investment productto pull double duty because we have had some physical
problems which I probably should share with you friends, these devices for we have witnessed the results in although it would be a good investment if you are
which has caused us to miss a couple of days of writing. comfort in an immediately dangerous circumstance. I willing to use the rules and honor your agreements. It
This is not, unfortunately, due to more court hearings believe that New Gaia is seeking a supplier since it has is a simple method for borrowing money, purchasing
or depositions (they are all waiting there by the multi- also noted a large number of inquiries regarding the gold as collateral for the notes, and then borrowing
tudes), but Doris sustained a couple of nasty Black devices. If there is an update I would appreciate a funds for ongoing costs, press, printing, manpower and
project development. This is all that within which the
Widow spider bites late last week and that was followed special item in the paper if possible.
You are also going to be getting some “bad” grain Institute or Ekkers have ever involved themselves. We
on by multiple bites from a beetle which was found in
her bed. The reactions have been incapacitating.
The products which are going to have toxic results in the have stated over and over and over again that there is no
beetle is of the “blister beetle” family so the bites have digestive system. If you can enhance your immune precious metal investment program here. What Green
created swollen hands, face, and nervous system reac- system AND charge the cellular structure of your blood NOW wishes to proclaim is not our business. Green’s
tion. Following on to the spider bites, it has been and lymph systems, you might well be able to handle plans may well have been the “ponzi scheme” he now
those toxins from the smut fungus-virus which is in- claims, but him saying so does not make it so. Him
debilitating and just today are we back able to type.
vading the international wheat crops.
trying to destroy the Institute through use of HIS OWN
Do I suggest cures and healings? No thank you! PLAN is despicable but is also not our business for him
LIFESAVER!
These are devices which can change your systemic “saying” something makes it even more discredible.
As to corporation structure, the Ekkers for a while
I don’t want to over stress the importance of keep- pattern enough to allow some help to your comfort zone
ing up with your intake of those things which enhance if nothing more. You must KNOW that we do not served as an interim agent for the Nevada Agent in
the immune system. Doris has come out of both these
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm~
without MAJOR problems of systemic nature. Local
i
swelling and painful itching has about been the extent
of it, along with fever and some chills as the response
of the immune system took over its rightful task. We
noted that the thing that absolutely saved her life,
probably, was the use, for some three weeks now, of a
small frequency device which she was using for joint
discomfort [see box at right]. She had been using the
device right up to the night the spider bite happened as
a testing procedure. The negative charge to the cells
and to the toxin injected prevented the toxin from doing
more than superficial integration with the system and
allowed the immune system to immediately respond to
the invasion. Since both insects are “nervous system”
attackers, it doubled up on the load to the system but
instead of worsening the circumstances, the latter bites
(some 7-8 of them) found the immune system already in
action, so that although the immediate reactions were
great, the duration of debilitation is seemingly only
about two days instead of two weeks to a month or more
in recovery. The more important thing to note, however, is the lack of tissue reaction to necrosis as is
usually the case with both insect bite results. Readers,
at 64 years of age this is an incredible happening
whether or not you realize it as such,
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“birthing”
corporations-for
paperwork purposes
ONLY. They have never involved themselves with
ownership or business management of ANY corporation set up in this manner.
During a time of NO
INCOME it was helpful to be able to get a tiny fee for
the services. Ekkers did not and do not know who owns
any corporation for which they did this service unless
they continued as officers and/or directors at the request of the corporate business
entities. This is/was for the limited
use of structuring
a
corporation’s birthing only in paperwork.
Moreover, the Ekkers
get NOTHING from serving on
the Board of Directors of the Phoenix Institute or any other corporation. Mr. Ekker is also treasurer
for a tiny few corporations, including the Institute, for he has
the connections for Gold transactions and banking authorizations.
Mr. Green also requested that arrangement before he realized, we
suppose, that Ekkers were honest
and would not scam the people as
obviously has Mr. Green, even to
stealing from his own corporation.
So too did Mr. Ence/Enz.
It is
illegal, readers, to sit on a Board
of Directors and be an Officer of
the Corporation and secretly make
“insider deals” for personal and
secret use. Moreover, in these
instances it was not even “subtle”
management; it was outright theft.
‘Ye are not going to sit silent
and have great losses for friends
who have helped because a few
crooks and embezzlers have come
against us. If the plan was ever
called an investment program, then
that came from “them” and NOT
FROM HERE. What George Green
told people on his seminar tours is
not in our information banks nor
is what he may have told them
privately.
The only problems,
however, have been transactions
handled by Green and the misunderstanding thereof. Some of the
errors have been from direct demand of parties personally to withdraw corporate funds-in
gold
yet-through
instructions directly
from Green, we are informed, to
give to Green to “roll-over” tax
free and reinvest
in Green’s
thieved (from the Institute, Ekkers
and Martin) projects.
This was
WHILE MR. GREEN WAS A DlRECTOR AND OFFICEROF THE
INSTITUTE.
THIS IS WRONG!
This is not a gold holding company.
Gold is ONLY used for
interim collateral for the loans to
There is no
the Institute.
MISunderstanding
except with
Green’s misfits to whom he suggests “saving” less than 10 cents
on the dollar. Why would anyone
do such a thing with their loans
when, if they follow the agreement and gold doubles--they
get
over 100% return of funds inputted and. when gold goes higher, to
$00 dollars/oz. there is a major
PROFIT,
ieft alone the return
will be more than tenfold-not
IO
cents per doliar. You who follow

Mr. Green are notably not the wiser “thinkers” of your
generation.
Mr. Green says “this ponzi scheme” was not “his”?
I think if you inquire you can get a full description and
outline of the program ON MR. GREEN’S “FINANCIAL COMPANY” DOCUMENT PAPERS [see box on
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misinformation, that you need to put the Institute into
“receivership”.
Then there is documentation of HIS
OWN SPEAKING saying that “Well, it means informal
LIQUIDATION at probably no more than lo-25 cents
on the dollar.” Well, people, which do you want-10
cents or ten-fold on the dollar? The choices are YOURS.
this page and the next].
This isNOT difficult to understand ineither concept or reality.
Green tells you, to whom he sends his packets of
Mr. Horn in his coalition trickery comes out with
7
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such things as “contributions”,
“gave to...“, “give”,
“major investment”, “small investment”, etc. We find
it interesting that even as with the property corporation
of which Ekkers had no input or connection, that the
parties in point held/hold mortgage trust deeds. There
was no GIFT, GIVING OR ANYTHING ELSE SO
SILLY. That circumstance could be called an INVESTMENT, for the property itself is the COLLAT-

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

ERAL and the collateral is SECURE TO EVERYONE
THE EEKERS. There had to be
some way to fund lawyers and this incredible legal
process from Hell. The price of the property handled it
nicely without fear of loss to helpers. Ekkers did not,
have not, nor shall they, gain anything save “time”
from any such transactions-NOR
DO THEY OWN
THE PROPERTY! Ekkers are the last to have been
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informed about the mechanism structured and are humbly grateful to insightful people who were willing to do
this. Ekkers have had nothing to do with the structure
or management of that transaction.
You who claim
otherwise will find documentation
PROVES you
WRONG.
Now, for you would-be slayers-of-rightness:
it is
noted that there are long lines of prior incidents involving yourselves which are pretty tacky as
they are unfolded and uncovered. Green has
a LONG LINE of offenses; Ence/Enz has
numerous nasty dealings prior to coming to
Tehachapi. Those are NOT our business but
they smack of less-than-honest activities.
Ekkers are fl’attered that you seem to think
they are the sole thinkers and actors in full
power control of EVERYTHING-but
alas,
it simply isn’t so. However, where there
was no control, it is now assumed that if the
blame is going to be placed wrongfully onto
these shoulders, they WILL TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR OWN DESTINY REGARDING THESE THINGS AND USE EVERY FORUM AVAILABLE TO COUNTER
THE LIES AND OUTRIGHT UNLAWFUL
ACTIONS.
What the opposition HAS PROVEN is
that Ekkers could have acted lawfully and
purchased the house many times over HAD
Lriterest
THEY BEEN IMMORAL, UNETHICAL OR
OUT TO GET SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. THEY didn’t run or hide or steal or
thieve, lie or cheat. They are right where
they started, struggling at their work, having lost everything of personal material
goods. Green still says he is a multimillionaire property owner and admits he TOOK
THE GOLD COINS. Which parties do you
feel most comfortable with, readers? Ones
who are going to cost you everything except
MAYBE 10 cents on your dollar, or will you
hang in there until the price of gold doubles
and you get a gexaerous return for your loans?
Mr. Green nas written to everyone he
could contact from his unlawful listings of
addresses to join him to destroy the Institute
and he would spearhead it. Well, Ekkers
offer now to hang in there and, if you wish
to join the “cause”, they will spearhead the
defense ofthe Institute. IfYOU have loaned
them or the Institute any funds at all, you
are eligible for a cause ofaction to stop these
AND, EVERY LIE,
bastard destroyers.
CHEATING ACTION, THEFT OR MISSTATEMENT COMING TO OUR ATTENTION WILL BE COUNTERED WITH THE
TRUTH. WE WILL NO LONGER PROTECT ANY PARTY TO THE UNJUST
INNOCENT
CAUSES-EVEN
IN
MISPERCEPTrnNS.
IT IS NOT ALRIGHT
TO DESTROY OTHERS TO SOOTHE
YOUR OWN EGO RUFFLES.
IT NO
LONGERMATTERS WHATEXCUSE YOU

plmning

George C-rem has been licensed
ioor over 25 ye&m in the
following positions.
Scghtereb
FINANCIALPRINCIPAL,
,National Aesoclation
of Saourity
Dealem
(NASDI Rggestared

Broker/Dealer
NASD, Licensed Insuraace~broker
( All Lines)
Including Life, Aooidmt and Health, Annuitier, Casualty,
and hndr
Llced3ed General Conhractor,
and rOgi8tered
Cfortff6LCe hke:.
. s\fid Invsstmnt.
,Placner.

is

USE.
I will

now change the subject entirely
and respond to some inquiries about some
things I have said prior to now about the
plagues upon your grain crops etc. The best
way, I think, is to simply rerun an article
from TAKING AIM, Vol. 3, Issue No. 1,
April,

1996, page 15:

[QUOTING:]
MASSIVE

SHORTAGE

FOOD

LOOMS

“Texas Wheat, the state’s forth-largest
cash crop, is withering under a months-long
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Texas drought and other unusual weather including
temperature extremes.”
So reads the first paragraph in an article appearing
in the Sunday, March 17, 1996 issue of the El Paso
Times.

As of now the preliminary forecasts show that at
best, unless Texas receives some rain, harvest will be at
least fifty percent off of normal this year.
“Kansas: Drought, blown out wheat, greenbugs,
winter-killed wheat, high feed grain prices and new
planting flexibility in farm law have one thing in
common.
“They are all factors behind tight supplies of some
varieties of hybrid grain sorghum and corn this spring,
as hard-hit farmers in the Southern Plains from Texas
into Kansas press seed dealers to come up with appropriate varieties for their geographies.
“Last year’s slack crops hurt seed production companies, too, but the September freeze came too late to
increase plantings in South America, where United
States seed firms have winter backup production.”
These were the beginning paragraphs of an article
appearing in the Topeka Capital-Journal,
Topeka,
Kansas.
As was shown, American suppliers have not been able
to rely upon South America as a back up this year.
On January 5, 1996 PMS Foods Incorporated, from
Hutchinson, Kansas issued a letter to its customers
detailing a price increase on all of its soy products, to
go into effect on February 1, 1996. Price increase
amounted to one-cent per pound across the board on all
soy products.
The letter stated, “As we mentioned in our October
and December letters, weather in the central United
States has played havoc on grain and bean crops this
seasorl. Now reports from South America indicate dry
conditions there will make for a 15% reduction in their
crops. On the basis of these factors, soybean meal, from
which we base our prices of Ultra-Soy, has risen another $20 per ton since our last letter to YOUon December 8th. This amounts to a total increase of more than
$60 per ton since September. We are, consequently,
compelled to pass along the increase.”
In another letter from a major California grain
distribution company, which receives its information
from Quaker Oats Corp., to a customer concerning
oats:
“Since you are one of our valued customers, I
wanted to inform you on the oat market. The market on
oats is very strong right now. This rise in price can
attribute to various reasons. First of all, this has been
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EXCHANGE, TO SETTING UP THEIR OWN TOWNSHIP. BE SUPPORTIVE AS THIS UNFOLDS BUT
PLEASE DO NOT GET CARELESS WITH GUNPLAY
OF ANY KIND-THIS IS TRULY A CASEFOR CLOSE
WATCHING IN THE COURTS AND LEGISLATURE.
You citizens must come to realize that, whether or
not you like it, almost all of the militias are infiltrated
by the Feds. The Tri-States Militia, as a for instance,
has been receiving FBI funding for many months and
the leader, John Parsons, was personally receiving,
directly, funds from the FBI. Don’t do rash and unlawful actions, citizens. Please take the route of RIGHT
action which is to publicly require the courts to honor
JUSTICE. YOU don’t gain by going to war-you win by
taking an uncompromising stand through the LAW. If
you can’t win through LAW then you are certainly NOT
GOING TO WIN WITH WEAPONS FOR “THEY”
HAVE THE BIGGER WEAPONS WITH WHICH TO
SIMPLY BLOW YOU AWAY! The Schweitzer circumstances are now in as good of hands as is possible
for, regardless of other aims, the very ones to help in
Ifthis were not enough the ranchers undfarmers
this particular incident are there, i.e., Gritz, McLamb,
in all ofArizona, parts ofNewMexico
and Texas have Weaver AND GERRY SPENCE. If anyone can reach
had their wheatjields
quarantined to prevent a crop- through to juries and legislative bodies, it is Spence.
We have heard
You will find that that group of citizens in point have
destroying fungus from spreading.
thnt areas of California may also be infected.
done NOTHING UNLAWFUL OR UNCONSTITUAs a result the USDA suspended wheat exports lo TIONAL although it may be “illegal” for, remember,
ANYTHING is legal if the big guns say so! The best
21 countries, including China, on Wednesday, March 13.
We have been told that if this fungus is able to help you can offer is TO STAY INFORMED AND
take root in afield, thisfield would not be uble to grow DEMAND HEARING ON EVERY STEP OF THIS
PROCESS. There will be massive efforts to distract
wheat for up to seven years.
It is also only affecting hybrid varieties of wheat, and bury the happenings in other incidents to shift
The original, organic variety is not affected.
[H: news from the Montana focus. DON’T LET THEM DO
IT-KEEP
DEMANDING HEARINGS AND VIEWNeither is Spelta.]
ING! The guns of the citizens may well not prevailBUT THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE SHALL, IF YOU
[END OF QUOTING]
UNIFY.
Dharma, close this please for you are needed for
Please continue to pay close attention to the Montana Freemen situation(s). We simply don’t have space legal matters which cannot wait longer. Thank you.
or time to keen vou totallv current on the happenings
[but Eustace Mullins’ explanation of the situation on This journal will be identified for reference:
p. 17 of the 4/23/96 issue ofCONTACT covers the basic
truth of the matter quite well]. We are trying to keep a
very low profile in these tvues of incidents lest we be
THIS TOO SHALL PASS
somehow-lumped into the militia morass, It is with
great honor that I offer appreciation to the militias who
In the passage of seemingly endless assaults from
have KEPT CALM during this major threat to national all directions it is that ONE THING will prevail in all
order. If you can get fair hearing in this set of circum- instances: “This too shall pass. ” All things, all cirstances you are going to find that the people involved cumstances
have one thing surely and infinitely
ARE WITHIN ALL CONSTITUTIONAL LAWS OF present-the
passage of sequence into something difTHE LAND FROM CURRENCY EXCHANGE, NOTE f erent from the moment in awareness.
You must BE
the smallest oat crop in history. This lowers the supply,
thus increasing demand. Second, the wet springs in the
upper Midwest has contributed to the rise in price.
Finally, the rise in the market on the corn and soy beans
can bring the price up on the oats.
“This is also to inform you of a price increase to
look for in the near future.”
An then we received a letter from a patriot in the
state of Pennsylvania.
“Fellow Patriots,
“I have checked with local farmers & feed companies and have some scary news (if you don’t already
know it). Shelled corn which was selling for $80 per
ton last year is now selling for $182 per ton to more
than $200 per ton. Imagine what this will do to food
prices.. . . Tom”
One last note on the food shorta e.
We have been notified that the state of Texas has
lost most of its peaches, plums, pears and apricots. If
they receive one more hard frost they will lose the apple
crop also.

Ia

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
PLEPSE CONSIDER SPONSORING
A PHOENIX JOURNAL
The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to
offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial
resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing
costs ofthe JOURNALS. Ifyouare in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent.
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have
come this far.

AWARE of the moment, work from the memories and
lessons ofthe past-and
always move in mental POWER
to the potential of the perceived
and anticipated fuof TRUTH you shall ftnd the
ture. In the realization
Divine.

For A
PHOENIX
JOURNALS
Catalog, call:

l-800800-5565
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Of
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being “big”. The SHARING of great information will
give eternal legacy to that greatness while the stingy
holding of same will merit no attention at all in the
ongoing stream of recognition.
John C. Adams offers this excerpt from an Easter
thought and it is worthy of again repeating here:
From The Master Teacher:
“I would have one thought to share, above
and beyond that which has already been said.
“You rapidly approach the time of re-birth,
brought to pass each year at the day called
Easter, in your society.
“This year we .would ask each of you to
immerse yourselves completely in this death of
the physical; and re-birth of that which is real.
Accept in your lives the crucifixion, the setting
aside, the dying, if you will, of that which is
illusion and the re-birth of that which is true.
“Each year at this time, this very earth is
re-born, literally.
Rejoice in it; enjoy it, and
know it.”

4/27/96 #l
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IF YOU CONCENTRATE
ON TAKING CARE OF
THE LITTLE THINGS, THE BIG THINGS
WILL TAKE CARE OF THEMSELVES!
G.C.H.

I offer here a brief but especially meaningful shortform message from Germain: “The world is grossly
ignorant of its greatest essential-CHARACTER.
You
are continuing to build a criminal, immoral world of
fear and licentiousness because your concept of values
is ‘material’. The Soul which ties man to God is not
only allowed to sleep, but is forced to sleep by a
civilization which is forever trying to ‘gain the whole
world at the price of losing its own Soul’. I ask that you
stamp these next four paragraphs upon your Consciousness with indelible ink:
“1. The most important thing in life is what you
DO to your neighbor.
“2. The least important thing in life is what you or
your neighbor believe.
“3. He who gives of himself to his neighbor enriches his Soul and builds character, but he who takes
from his neighbor seals his Soul in its tomb and enslaves his body to the world-treadmill from which there
is no escape other than the awakening of his Soul.
“4. The most important and noble attribute of man
is CHARACTER, and;
“The greatest of all underlying principles of a
living universe is BALANCE. God has said that if He
could give one word unto man that he might KNOW, it
is the one word-BALANCE.
And if man requires two
words, those two words would be BALANCED INTERCHANGE.” [H: Walter Russell had the best expression of balanced interchange of any RECENT philosopher. Please see to getting Russell’s theory on
LIGHT from the University of Science and Philosophy.] “And if man needs three words instead of two,
those three words would be RHYTHMIC BALANCED
INTERCHANGE.” [H: The latter sentence is directly
from Walter Russell to whom we humbly give great
honor for his willingness to buck an entire political
and scientific circle to present his ideas to a spiritually deteriorating world. The price of speaking up
and out is surely plentiful and painful.]
Within the thought reference to political and scientific limitation through force and FEAR we can perhaps
better relate to that which brings, more closely, realization of a couple of very, very important factors.
These are LOVE and FORGIVENESS. These, in simplistic presentation, also have their “laws” and these
laws of forgiveness and love contain greater power than
atomic or laser bombs. Those end in flashes of destruction but the power of love and forgiveness belongs to

May we all take a long, hard look at Spring’s
arrival and watch as Nature recycles from her Winter
any who choose to use them and endure forever. Not silence and refolding. She brings with her own awakeven a fragment of either can be lost or destroyed. ening the realization of the wondrous things of LIFE as
These laws of God belong to ALL, to rich and to poor, presented in its most wondrous unfolding of the great
strong and weak, ruler or slave. And to each who and grand mysteries of the infinite cycling of living
fulfills them the ineffable (inability to express in lan- expression.
guage (words)) power of eternal freedom and majesty is
waiting and the robes of glorified light will be his, not
AS WE
the Black Robes of Societal Orders. The shame of his
MOVE
ALONG
own nakedness, the very shame of his own errors and
weakness will be completely dissolved in the power of
We always need to allow for updating and yet
forgiveness. This IS balanced interchange in its high- continue with our ongoing offerings lest we irritate our
est form in perfect rhythmic harmony.
readers.
With that in mind I will tell you of an
Readers, God never gave even one law for His own upcoming treat for you old friends as soon as we can
personal glory or satisfaction.
But every law is given clear the desk a bit. We have an exceptional presentathat they might glorify man as HIMSELF, clothing him tion from and by Calvin C. Burgin called The Hoax of
in light and majesty of KNOWING. The “LAWS” are JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY.
We need to, however, decide
given that man might use his own free agency in how best to break up the material. He has generously
becoming perfect, even as God is perfect. These laws shared computer discs, but knowing my own interest in
are that man might receive power even as God has the topic, I want to share a bit of higher input as we
power in that he can and may CREATE that which move along with that particular topic so please be
exceeds his realization in his mortal form.
patient with us as we have to deal with the dungeons
Perhaps a thought might here be considered re- and dragons along our own earthly pathway.
garding your so-called enemies: IF YOU LOVE AND
I want to thank you readers for sharing with us as
FORGIVE YOUR ENEMY-THE ENEMY IS DELIV- you come across the “interesting” antics of our friendly
ERED UNTO YOU! I would also continue by stating enemy fire of Green et al. I have one really interesting
that if your enemy would leave off his attack of those message in front of me:
who already put the adversary out of his acceptance as
meaningful, he would cease to EXIST. You must
“I was listening-to a radio show today (4/
26/1996). station KOA out of Denver, Colocounter those attacks each and every time-but in total
rado. There was a radio show host on called
balanced interchange while not giving energy to that
adversary. If you be right and the “enemy” presents
Rick Barber and he was making fun of Hatonn
other attitudes, then you can KNOW your eventual
and Doris with a fake Russian Accent. . .._ H&
“win” is guaranteed within the rhythmic balanced inin the rocket ofGeorae Green. ..__George Green
terchange with Higher Source. Therefore, if you take
has sent me a packet of information in the past
care to attend the little things, the big one will take care
after the America
West problem....
He also
of itself and probably you won’t even recognize it as
contacted a friend of mine to solicit $70.000.”
THE WIZARD OF ID-By

Brant Parker and Johnny Hart
7f

I
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Talmud, one of the most vile, hateful anti-Christian
texts on the face of the globe. As one studies the
Talmud and the Judaica Encyclopedia
one is amazed at
the “hutzpah” of these parasites. The Halacha gives
license to slaughter Goyim.
Jews speak Yiddish using Hebrew letters. They are
not Hebrews. The closest thing to actual Hebrew is
spoken in Wales, descendants of Eber via Sem.
The ADL-B’nai B’rith (sons of the covenant) is an
arm of the Zionist-controlled British Intelligence.
The Mishpucka (the Family) is the Israeli organized crime family and dwarfs such as La Cosa Nostra
and others. The ADL-Mishpucka agents were behind
the Ron Goldman/Nicole Simpson “Ritual” murders to
foment race violence to bring down martial law. Fay
Resnick and Kato Kaelin and Ron Goldman were/are
PAID ADL agents. The ADL is an unregistered agency
of a foreign government, the Marxist/Zionist “State” of
Israel (of which we are a colony) dedicated to destroying our Constitutional Republic under God Creator.
Bill Clinton is a Zionist Jew and a puppet. He
belongs to a Masonic Order of Jacque De Molay who
was a homosexual traitor in France and executed for
treason during the middle ages. This Order engaged
among other things in ritual homosexuality and child
The Order was of the Knights Templars
sacrifice.
which changed its name to the Knights of Malta. Change
the names to protect the guilty. Mr. Clinton belongs to
a witches’ coven as does Hillary. Both are bi-sexuals.
George Bush belongs to the Skull and Bones, AKA
the Brotherhood of Death. He is/was a part of the
Committee of 300, and is involved with Clinton, Tyson,
Wal-Mart and others in massive drug smuggling, arms
smuggling, etc. However, I don’t believe he is a
Zionist. Mr. Bush on 3120191 signed into law “Educa-
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In the beauty and wonder of each new day our
considerations must always turn to how we can offer the
most service unto God and unto our brethren. All we
can ever do in Service to God is offer information which
may or may not be accepted, but it is our responsibility
to present different aspects of possibilities for those
who wish to KNOW more than what is generally offered. KNOW, likewise, that those who are compelled
to write on such subjects as we will take up today-are
fulfilling their PURPOSE in service.
The person who has written the following information thesis is no less than a CLOSE friend of our brother
Dave Overton (yes indeed, of the “gold” fame/George
Green theft). His name is, with permission for use,
Calvin C. Burgin and he dares to speak of “the hoar of
Jude+Christianity”.
This topic is most often considered io be “anti-Semitic” but obviously that cannot be
SO. In that vein of thought, however, I believe that I will
ask Dharma to please offer the letter to Dr. Fields from
E. Marre.
Mr. Marre has done a succinct job of
organizing information regarding the “Jew” as a TERM
and in speaking of the Khazar/Ashkenazi
Zionists.
Until you can realize that we speak of many things and
not just have focus on a singular people, you cannot
realize TRUTH for you have no foundation upon which
to base your conclusions.
There is no lesser-than or
greater-than people, only people with differing perceptions and realizations.

Zion.

[QUOTING:]
April 15, 1996
From: E. Marre
To: Dr. E.R. Fields

the “Serpent People”.
Since the 1 lth century they hide their lineage
behind the Kol Nidre taken on the day of Atonement. It
negates all vows, oaths and pledges in the following
year.
When one speaks of the “anti-Christ” group, those
in opposition to the Laws of God/Creator, one must
understand the true meaning of the word “Christ”.
“Christ” is not a name or title. It is a “State of Being”
of soul, goodly (Godly) intent of Soul, just as antiChrist is a state of being.
Paul (Rabbi), AKA Saul of Tarsus changed the
name of the Christed Teacher “Esu Jmmanuel
(Emmanuel)” to Jesus ‘Christ” while on his travels in
Greece. Jmmanuel spoke Aramaic. Paul wrote over
half of the New Testament and was the enemy of
Jmmanuel (Jesus). Both Testaments were written by
those who follow theProtocols ofthe LearnedElders
of
Zion. The Bible is Satan’s warbook, no more and no
less. There is some truth within, but in my opinion,
very little. It was written by Zionist Talmudic Phariseeic
parasites, to confuse and confound Christians and to
lead them down the primrose path, so to speak. They
are in total opposition to God/Creator, the One Light,
SOURCE.
The Zionist Khazarian Talmudic parasites are behind Freemasonry, Communism, Bolshevikism, Socialism, Fabianism, the Illuminati, etc., ad nauseam.
Adam Weishaupt, the founder of the Illuminati, was a
so-called, self-styled Jew and a Jesuit. He was also
Satan incarnate and did some work on the Protocols of

’

Dear Dr. Fields,
Thank you for the material your organization sent
me including “Truth at Last”. I perceive it to be truth.
In a couple of areas my opinion/perception
differs.
The word “Jew” which is pronounced “You” was
coined around 1765 A.D. The word “Jew” did not exist
until that time. Zionist Jews by race are Khazars/
Ashkenazi who hail from an area near the Caspian and
Black Sea as stated in the JUDAICA ENCYCLOPEDIA,
By “Religion”
they are Talmudists/Pharaseeists.
Khazars are the anti-Christ element. TheCommitteeof
300 is the anti-Christ group also known as The Club of
Rome, also known as the Olympians. Many Zionists
are not Jews. Many involved in the Satanic New World
Order are not Jews OR Zionists. They are but puppets
whose strings are pulled by the Sanhedrin .who are
Zionist Khazars who follow the Protocols
of Zion.
. There are at least two factions vying for control within
the Zionist group.
The Khazars/AshkeNAZI are descendants of Ham
the Canaanite (Phoenicians, Venetians) and others.
The Khazars adopted Judaism/Talmudism in 745 A.D.
under King Bulan. One of their Kings in the 10th
century was named Hanukkah. They call themselves

The Rockefellers are Sephardic Jews by origin; the
Rothschilds are Ashkenazi Jews by origin. Most Jews
*in Israel are Ashkenazi. The Rothschilds control “The
City” in London to a great extent. Mayer Amschel
Rothschild was a seller of second-hand clothes and flew
a Red flag in front of his shop. This is how he got his
name “Rothschild” (Reg Flag, Red Shield). Thus the
Bolshevik flag was red with a five-pointed star, an
inverted pentagram symbolizing the Goat of Mendes,
the Baphomet.
The following were/are Zionist Jews: Roosevelt,
Eisenhower, Clinton, Churchill, Stalin, Lenin, Trotsky,
Sigmund Freud, Albert Einstein (whose theory of relativity is hogwash), Yuri Andropov, Khrushchev (real
name Solomon Pearlmutter), Jack Ruby (AKA Jack
Rubenstein),
Bernard Baruch (was head of the
Sanhedrin),
Karl Marx, Joseph Engels,
Adam
Weishaupt, Adolph Hitler... When one understands
that Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, Hitler were all Zionists, the financing for both sides of WW-II were from
Zionist Luciferian Bankers, the arms merchants were
controlled by Zionists on both sides, one begins to see
the light.
Phillip Sasoon (AKA the NASI-The
Prince of
Captivity), was a Zionist Jew involved in the East India
Co. and its opium control just as the Rockefellers own
huge opium fields in South America.
About 80% of the so-called, self-styled Jews are
Khazars, by race. Most or many follow the Babylonian

tion Day USA” legislation,

Public Law 102-14, passed

by voice vote which established a national religion,
the ‘Seven Noahide Laws” which applies to the Goyim
(non-Jews) and wholly violates the First Amendment.
This is Rabbinical law and legally remcves GodlCreator. Our Constitutional Republic was founded under

God-Creator.

One must keep in mind many Zionists are not Jews,
and many Jews are not part of this Satanic Zionist
Novos Ordo Seclorum. Many Jews have written and
spoken publicly of the Jewish Ritual Murder, Child
Sacrifice (blood put in unleavened bread for Passover),
the Protocols, the Sanhedrin, etc. There are many
goodly so-called, self-styled Jews who vehemently
OPPOSE the Zionist Goals for a One .World Government.
Jews are not Semites. Jews use “anti-Semitic” to
scare their critics and truthbringers through intimidation.
1 AM Semitic (descended from Sem (Shem), one of
Noah’s sons). I AM NOT jewish, judean, Zionist, etc.
Most Caucasians are descended from Sem. Sem is of
the lineage of Semjase (an archangel if you will).
We are the people of the LIE. We are buried under
edifice and edifice of lies, half truths and disinformation.
We are each, in my opinion, a thought of God/
Creator, projected into a physical manifestation.
All
things and experiences are but perception.
God is
LIGHT. All is LIGHT. This essence of Soul is LIGHT.
There is no such thing as death or hell as we are
brainwashed to perceive.
We are here to serve our
Creator’s will, to learn our lessons, grow spiritually
and hopefully graduate to the next level or “grade”. If
you don’t then you return to the 3rd dimension and for
many of us this cycle becomes a downward spiral,
wherein we are fixed on the physical perception and
lost in the lies. The Third Dimension is an illusion, a
schoolroom, a testing place.
God has many names. To some Native Americans
it is Wakan Tanka. I recognize the One Light, our
Creator (as “ATON”, The ONE LIGHT). I recognize
Jmmanuel (Jesus) name which is borne as the “new
name” as Sananda, which simply means, ONE WITH
GOD. Our destiny is to be Co-Creators with God [when
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tion of Statistical Science which says:
pabilities and understanding-planned,
constructed,
“Professors Doron Witztum, Eliyahu Rips and Yoav and formed every word in the Bible.” Years prior to
Rosenberg searched the Book of Genesis looking for that I studied the Ivan Panin Bible, a version irunsfuled
pairs of words spelled by picking out every dth letter, [II: This is the key-word in all books of any kind,
where dis someinteger. Thepairsofwcrds
were names readers.] according to these “sacred number codes”.
of personalities and dates of their birth or death taken This whole theme is a very old one, originating in the
from the Encyclopedia ofGreat Men in Israel. When Jewish “Cabala” (Kabbalah, Qabbala) teachings of sethe authors used a randomization test to see how rarely cret numbers and mystery codes, etc., having a common
the patterns they found might arise by chance alone origin with Masonry. These secret groups are called
they obtained a very highly significant result, with “Cabals”, or “Cabs” of “Al” or “El”, or “Ca” or “Ka” of
p=O.OOOO16. Our referees were baffled: their prior “Baal”.
I became a champion of this point of viewbeliefs made them think the Book of Genesis could not
possibly contain meaningful references to modern-day UNTIL
I discovered
THE TRAP.
individuals, yet when the authors carried our additional analyses and checks the effect persisted. The
THE
TRAP
paper is thus offered to Statistical Science readers as a
challenging puzzle.”
There is a great brainwashing trap involved here.
Marrs quotes Dr. Jeffrey Satinover, who reviewed
the Hebrew University study and reported on it in Bible When you are considering which is the Bible of God,
Review, and who said they, “worked from the Hebrew and if you want to understand “The Trap,” ask yourself
[END OF QUOTING]
text. . . They focused on the Book of Genesis as transmit- (or ask Texe Marrs), “Which God?”
I think I can predict that Marrs and others would
ted in the Jewish Orthodox tradition the textus receptus,
Thank you, E.M., for sometimes we can hear the or Masoretic text).” [II: Ah but right there-what
say, “the Great Creator God of the Universe, of all
words of a brother far better than we can hear the voice does that do to good old King James???] Satinover Creation!”
My answer to them is, “Hogwash (brainwash?), I
of Angels.
[II: Wow 4th: Look again at this name, which means
I would now like to move directly into Part One of ‘ever with Satan”] said “...I think the implication is thought you were quoting the Hebrew Masoretic text?”
the manuscript above noted:
clear that the authorship of Genesis is not human.”
Because the Hebrew Masoretic text does not say that.
“God only wrote one Bible!” says Marrs, quoting
Preachers do not tell you the truth (if preachers told
[QUOTING, PART ONE:]
the title of a book written in 1955 by Jasper James Ray. the truth, they would not be preachers).
Why not check into this for yourself?
I have never met Texe even though he lives only a
CHAPTER
ONE
Would you like some clues to get you started?
few blocks from me, but I like what I know of him and
I enjoy reading his newsletter. Personally, I think I can
THE
HOAX
OF CHRlSTZANITY
WHO
IS YOUR
GOD?
say I agree with Texe Marrs. I did a study over 15 years
ago and wrote a paper concerning a book by Jerry Lucas
Who is God? What is God? These are questions
by Calvin C. Burgin
and Del Washburn on much this same subject, called
Theomatics, God’s Best Kept Secret Revealed” . . . sci- that have been asked for ages, and there are answers for
Dear Christian, Is Your Bible the Word of God? entifically proves that a Mind-far beyond human ca- those who want the answers, but look around you, are
“If the King James Version Bible was good enough
for the Apostles, it is good enough for me!”
“God Wrote the King James Bible,” says Texe
Marrs’ recent Flashpoint newsletter (March 1996) headline.
“Astounded scientists have no explanation for the
new, mind-boggling, scientific discovery ofthree highly
respected professors from the Jerusalem College of
Technology and the Hebrew University in Israel. The
authoritative research of these scholars, published in
two prestigious scientific journals, proves conclusively
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 84.00 for one tape, $6.00 for
that the Holy Bible (King James Version) could only
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
have been written by God Himself.”
noted.’ Postage is included
in tape prices.
Wow! He continues:
“The three scholars, all mathematicians, used an
Please
send check or money order to: 7XE WORV,
P.O. Box 6194,
advanced computer to painstakingly and scientifically
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you
analyze the Bible’s book of Genesis. The results left

we attain the perfection which allows our being WITH
God in HIS perfection]. We are each a fragment of God
thought, a reflection (image) of the ONE LIGHT, ONE
SOURCE, ONE LIFE-GOD.
With the Light of Truth, we shall shine it on the
evil deeds of our controllers.
With pen and Truth we
will restore our Constitutional Republic under GOD/
CREATOR based on God’s Laws, Natural Law and
Common Law.
We must keep in mind as we focus on these Elite
would-be-kings to judge their behavior and actions, not
the person.
But for the Grace of God there go I. Our
enemy or adversary tests our will, our convictions and
helps us to grow in Spirit, in Wisdom, in Knowing.
I enclose a copy of CONTACT Inc. and some other
material I hope you find of interest.
May all mankind come to KNOW TRUTH, and may
we all find the Lighted path home to God/Creator.
In Love, Light and Truth. E. Marre.

#-7E
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them stunned and in shock.
They discovered
hidden
words encoded in the original Hebrew text that could

not have been accidental, nor placed there by human
hand.
“Even more amazing was the discovery that some
of the words found included numerous names and
personal data of people living today in the 20th century.
What’s more, the decoded text predicted actual events
which have happened in the lives of the named men.
This in spite of the fact that Genesis was written
thousands of years ago!”
Double Wow! !
Marrs goes on to point out that Editor Hershel
Shanks of Bible Review magazine (Oct. 1995. p. 4) is
very impressed and says “The odds of this happening by
are
mathematically
“one
chance”
in
50,000,000,000,000,000.”
[H: Triple WOW!!!]
Hershel Shanks is also editor of the Biblical Archaeology Review as well as Bible Review, and both are
brainwashing tools of the Tavistock Institute (through
the non-profit Biblical Archaeology Society), see page
242 of Conspirators
’ Hierarchy: The Story of the Committee of 300 by John Coleman, (WIR, 2553 No. Carson
St., Carson City, NV 89706).
Marrs quotes the preface of the August 1994 edi-
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wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically
receive tapes from future meetings,
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partiu/ list of older items but including all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;

2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/9S (2);
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
4/23/95(2)
Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone;
5/l & 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
6/l l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1) Ronn Jackson;
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips &Cathy O’Brien;
1 1/12/95 (3); 1 l/26/95(3);
12/3/95(2)Jeffs
letter; 12/l 0/95(2)Creg & Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2);
12/21/95(2)
Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy; 12/3 l/95 Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3);
1/7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview
(3);2/1 l/96 (3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3);
3/l 7/96(3)Deepak Chopra”The Wizard Within” &George Hunt “1987 Wilderness Conference”;
3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96(3); 4/28/96(2)Desire
& Intention.
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they the right answers? Christians say that we are a
Christian nation, or at least we started out as a Christian nation, or we endeavored to become a Christian
nation. Yet we have gone backwards from the ideals of
Christianity.
Something is wrong. It would seem that
God is a real loser. I hope YOUsee (if YOUcare) that
something major is wrong and you had better re-think
your fundamentals if you want to try to figure out what
are the real problems!
When I was a kid I started out to prove to myself
that God does not exist, but ended up proving otherwise. I noted that (as far as 1 could determine) the Bible
is the only book that claims to be the word OF God,
other books claim to be ABOUT God, and I accepted the
Bible as the WORD OF GOD. 1 made an effort to study
the word of God, and I wanted to “get it right”.
Hardly anybody actually reads the Bible, but I did
and found immediately that the Bible does not say what
the preachers say it says! Example-show
me anywhere in the Bible that it says that “going to Heaven”
is the “reward of the saved!” I can show you many
places where it says that the rewards are physical
stuff-becoming
kings and priests, ruling over nations,
having your own lands, with lions and lambs living
together, etc.
I found that people, churches, religions invariably
“pick and choose” what they want to believe, and reject
what does not fit their program.
I decided that to be a Christian, I must keep the Ten
Commandments.
Do you agree? Most don’t agree, for
most people Christianity is something you do for 30
minutes on Sunday and the rest of the week you do
whatever you want. I am not writing to those people, I
am writing to those who might be considered “hard core
Christians”.
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seventh day (sabbath is a Hebrew word meaning seventh), the day we call Saturday. If you want to research
this ?Ilbject just ask a Seventh Day Adventist or a
Catholic priest. Yes, Catholic priests are “authorities”
on the subject of the Sabbath, they will tell you that
Saturday is (was) the Sabbath. They say the Pope has
the authority over our calendar and holy days, and the
Pope, not the Bible, changed the day to Sunday.
So if you ‘strictly follow the Bible, we should keep
a seventh day Sabbath. But I found another problem.
Read I Chron. 13:21 “...in the sabbath, in the new
moons. ..“; 2 Chron. 2:4: “...on the sabbaths, and on the

new moons...“; 2 Chron. 8: 13; Neh. 10:13; Psa. 81:3:
“blow up the trumpet in the new moon, in the time
appointed, on our solemn feast day...“; Isa. l:l3; Isa.
1:14; Isa. 66:23: “And it shall come to pass, that from
one new moon to another, and from one sabbath to
another...“; Ezek. 45: 17: “. ..and in ’ .e new moons, and
in the sabbath...“; Ezek 46: 1; Ezek. 46:3: “Likewise the
people of the land shall worship at the door of this gate
before the lord in the sabbaths and in the new moons”;
Hosea 2:l I; Amos 8:5; Col. 2:16; etc. These are some
of the verses in which it says “sabbaths and new moons”
in the same breath in the same sentence. Not even the
Seventh Day Adventists keep a “new moon”. Here
again, a case of “pi& and choose”. Do you follow the
Bible, or do you not? I will tell you what you do (not
what you should do, but what you actually do)-you
turn to someone in “authority” and follow what he tells
you!
AUTHORITY

IS

NOT

TRUTH

This is the trap! You make “authority” your truth,
your source of truth! Truth is truth is truth, authority
has nothing to do with it! I would hope that by now you
SOME
BASIC
PROBLEMS
know that authorities LIE! Authority is necessary to
maintain order, but authorities and rules and the need
Right off there was a problem. The fourth com- Ior orders change. Truth is eternal. One of the biggest
mandment says to keep the seventh day holy,. The mistakes we-all
of us-routinely
make is to make
seventh day is Saturday. I have studied every argument authority our truth! We accept something because it is
imaginable for years about the Sabbath question, and told to us by one with authority, one with a license or a
the bottom line is that the Bible clearly says keep the uniform or a backwards collar or a degree. Or someone
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with prestige. Why is it that ball players are experts on
cars, soap, deodorants, underwear, shoes and everything else?
Mostly we want someone with a “degree” (isn’t that
a rank in Masonry?).
Degrees are nothing but certificates of brainwashing. Oh, the more degrees you have, the more MONEY
you can make, the more AUTHORITY you will have.
Well-trained dogs and bears and seals and humans are
rewarded by their trainers over their lesser trained,
freer thinking neighbors. Once you come to realize that
the Controllers control education, you should begin to
see that education is brainwashing. Education is brainwashing. The more educated you are, the more brainwashed you are. YOU WILL BE ESPECIALLY BRAINWASHED IN THE AREA OF YOUR EXPERTISE!
For instance, it is very difficult to show doctors the
truth about good health practices! Weather men (excuse me, weather perSONS) cannot understand “weather
war” (“It’s only natural,” they say). Lawyers do not
understand real law, real rights and wrongs. NASA
scientists cannot understand why anyone would doubt
the stories of the Apollo moon landings. Druggists
cannot understand that drugs are poison.
When I speak of education, I am talking about
society’s universal, general education, the kind where
you memorize whatever your controllers tell you to
memorize and then repeat it back so that you can get a
certificate of brainwashing and a pat on the head.
Real education comes from experiencing, teaching
yourself, and coming to understanding.
It is not automatic responses to programmed brainwashing. It is not
merely the ability to repeat “facts” from a list, a list
which keeps changing depending on whomever is the
current king-of-the-hill
I have a friend named Eddie who is a very wise
man. He is in his 80s. He says that education is vomit.
He says the Controllers force-feed you “facts” and then
you regurgitate them on command.
He says that people are like--cattle. When cattle
become restless, or stampede, the Herders “turn-em”
and pressure them to turn right or left so that they go
around in a circle and wear themselves out and end up
back where they started. He says that when the public
begins to get restless, like they did after President
Kennedy’s assassination, the Herders come in and “tumem” and they go around in circles until they calm down.
I see this all the time, and one of the main tools used to
“turn-em” most certainly IS RELIGION.

ImportantNoticeToReaders

[END OF QUOTING]

We at COiVTACT are asking for your feedback and
help. If you have received a phone call,, p.ackages of
information,
or a letter(s) from George Green in his
ongoing efforts to bring down the work of the Phoenix
Institute For Research & Education, Ltd. and CONTACT, at any time. over the past several ‘year&---but,
particularly over the last 12 months, PLEASE NOTIFY
OUR OFFICE USING THE FOLLOWING
PHONE
NUMBER:
SOO-,800~5565.
This is VERY IMPORTANT at present,: so we thank you in advance, for your
response to this request. When calling, please speak
with either Rick: Martin or Brent Moorhead.
If you
have received any such information,
after speaking
with us, if you choose to do so, you may send that
information to us at: P. 0. Box 27800 Las Vegas, NV
89126.
THANK YOU.

Before we close this writing you might find another
thing sent by Calvin to be most interesting:
“Hatun Raymi: The great feast of the ancient Peruvian Indians, celebrated especially at Cuzco at the end
of August.
It was a thanksgiving for the harvest.
Praises were offered to the supreme deity and to the
Sun, Moon, and lesser divinities. There were solemn
dances and processions from the Temple of the Sun,
and the feasting and rejoicing lasted many days...”
Yes, I can relate to that particular circumstance. I
would note to you who search for some of “El Dorado”
that you will find it in PERU. I suggest you connect
your “dots” and you might find some interesting revelations.
May the force be with you. Good morning.

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT BY
CALLING

l-800-800-5565
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BewareHR-3103
“Health”Bill.Alert!

April 10, 1996

Editor’s

note:

We recently

received

the following

at the CONTACT OJficesand feel compelled
same with all you health-conscious

readers.

to share

April 13, 1996
Dear Friends,
We are in deep trouble! Our government (our paid
representatives), supposedlyofthepeople,
by the People,
for the People, is trying to take away our right to choose
how we are medically treated and, in a capsule, if we
live or die.
For the past year and a half I have been fighting
I chose to go the alternative route for mY
cancer.
healing and have had marvelous results. Nicholas J.
Gonzalez, M.D. is my doctor and has treated me with
an alternative and nutritional program. If Health Care
Bill HR3103 goes through, his treatment will most
likely be classified as “unapproved” therapy and will
be labeled as fraud, punishable by imprisonment from
ten years to life.
Over the past two years seven of my friends, who
were diagnosed as having cancer, chose orthodox treat-

ments of radiation and chemotherapy. All seven have
died and I am the only survivor. Of course a lot of
factors enter in, however, the bottom line for me is that
I was the only one of us eight who chose alternative
medicine and I am the only survivor.
I have been so grateful to live in a country where I
could make a choice of treatment. If this choice is taken
from US it will be a sure sign that we are under a
dictatorship government. Are we going to sit back and
let it happen? This not only affects me but every citizen
o f our nation. If we allow “them” to take away our right
to choose alternative and nutritional medicine we will
have given away our freedom in every area because
“they” will not stop there, but they will proceed to take
We will be a
away all our choices and freedom.
Socialist or Communist country by all description,
Please read the following letter I received today
f rom my doctor in New York City and act immediately.
p ass this letter on to someone else and impress upon
them the urgency of the situation.
Thank you,
/s/

Harriet Ann

Dear Patients:
I am writing to you all about a matter of utmost
urgency, that within weeks could affect the availability
of your therapy. As some of you may know, last week
the U. S. House of Representatives passed a Health Care
Bill, HR3 103. This bill is the companion to Senate Bill
S1028. What most Americans do not know is that,
under the guise of “consumer protection”, the rabid
anti-nutrition forces in Congress very quietly wrote
into the bill a section that could quickly and completely
outlaw alternative and nutritional medicine in the U.S.
The House and Senate bills classify any “unapproved”
therapy (that is, not formally approved by the FDA or
equivalent agency)-including
nutritional therapyas fraud, punishable by imprisonment from ten years to
life. Basically, should the’ Senate bill pass and be
written into law by President Clinton, it will be impossible for any nutritional or alternative practitioner to
stay open. This could happen very quickly unless all
those concerned about their health freedoms mobilize.
You must call and fax the Washington offices of
your Representatives and Senators. There isn’t much
time, ‘so faxing and calling are the best ways to approach this. Speak to the office personnel, let them
know what you think about these bills. The phone
number for the Senate is (202) 224-3 12 1; for the House
of Representatives, (202) 225-3121. You can get the
number for your specific elected officials by calling
these numbers.
You could also register your deep
concern to the following:

Latest UpdateFrom
Peter Kawaja

He!5
Senator Robert Dole
(202) 224-6521 Fax (202) 228-1245
President Clinton/VP Gore
(202) 456-1414 Fax (202) 456-2461
Att: Agency Liaison Room 6

You must act promptly or alternative medicine
may cease to exist in America. Demand your freedom
of choice in the strongest language possible (be polite
of course).

Dear Friends:
Funds do not afford me the luxury of calling each and every one of you personally (right
now) to say hello and hear your voice. The story of my move to North Carolina is lengthy,
especially if you have not kept u,p with my latest radio shows and documents-a
few were
printed in CONTACT newspaper I am told.
I will be putting out a letter to you soon- about my FORCED move APRIL 19, under
threat.
For now I am safe, very exhausted from packing, loading and moving, then unpacking and
& fax? Hopefully,
still doing so -for weeks to come. Have you got this phone line-voice
I will be able to get a separate fax line later. Please stay in TOUCH. I miss you all. Do not
be put out by a general letter, as it is; I have perhaps a hundred people to notify via fax
immediately, and several hundred and more to follow up by letter, so it is going to cost me
more than you know for LD fax calls and postage. I am still funding International Gulf War
Illness Coalition and the Gulf WAR CRIMES expose. My phone number is (704)349-4285
V+F.
Mail: c/o 68-1 Dearmin Terrace Lane, #11
Franklin, North Carolina (PZ 28734)

/s/

Nicholas

Sincerely,
M.D.

J. Gonzalez,

*I just reallzett something. We wren?
nts when w8 literted!’
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